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ABSTRACT 
Alsawalhi, Jamal, Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. An Asymmetric Salient 
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine for Wide Constant Power Speed Range 
Applications.   Major Professor: Scott Sudhoff. 
This work introduces a novel permanent-magnet synchronous machine (PMSM) 
architecture that employs rotational asymmetry to increase the torque density output in 
constant power variable speed applications. A population based multi-objective design 
optimization algorithm is used to design and analyze the new machine topology. A 
number of design studies are presented to show that the proposed machine structure 
outperforms a conventional PMSM machine. Validation of the analytical machine design 
model using a three dimensional finite element analyses is performed and the results are 




This work focuses on enhancing the torque density of Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Machines (PMSMs) in constant power speed range (CPSR) applications. A 
novel PMSM rotor structure is proposed to serve the stated goals. This stator utilizes a 
traditional distributed winding configuration. The new machine is referred to as an 
Asymmetrical Salient Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (AS-PMSM). The AS-
PMSM is equipped with a rotationally asymmetric rotor as depicted in Fig 1.1, where a 
sample 4-pole surface mounted permanent magnet rotor is shown. Labeled therein is the 
rotor backiron, permanent magnets and rotor teeth. Rotor teeth are asymmetrically 
positioned in each magnetic pole, thus creating an asymmetrical saliency. More 




Fig. 1.1.  Rotor lamination of a sample AS-PMSM 4 pole rotor 
 The electromagnetic performance of the AS-PMSM is analyzed using a rigorous 
population based multi-objective optimization procedure. It is shown that the AS-PMSM 





mass) than the conventional Surface Mounted Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine 
(SM-PMSM) in wide CPSR applications.  
The first section in this chapter, Section 1.1, reviews relevant work and research 
that has been done to improve the torque density and CPSR of PMSMs. Then in Section 
1.2, the organization of the preliminary thesis is presented. 
 
1.1 Literature Review 
 
PMSMs have historically been used in specialty applications of small ratings or in 
very high speed applications, in excess of 20,000 rpm [1]. Examples include spindle 
drives and flywheel energy storage machines. Advancements in the late 20th century in 
high energy permanent magnets increased interest in PMSMs. For example, [2] showed 
that the utilization of PMSMs in full and hybrid electric vehicles drastically increased in 
the last six years, where it accounted for 65% of electric machines topologies used. 
Reasons for this increase are some drawbacks that other machine topologies suffer from. 
Direct Current (DC) machines, although capable of providing high stall torque, suffers 
from degradation of carbon brushes, which creates a maintenance issue. Induction 
machines exhibits the advantage of low cost and high robustness but need sophisticated 
control to accommodate wide speed operation [3]. Reluctance machines suffer from low 
efficiency and relatively low power density [4]. PMSM machines are typically known for 
their high torque density for a given loss, high reliability, and high system efficiency. 
However, there are some drawbacks of this machine which includes rising rare-earth 
permanent magnets cost, machine assembly cost, and susceptibility of permanent magnet 
demagnetization under fault conditions. 
PMSM machines can in general be classified as Surface Mounted Permanent 
Magnet Synchronous Machines (SM-PMSM), Fig.1.2, or Interior Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Machines (IPMSM), Fig 1.3, with a variety of different structures emerging 
from these general classes. The SM-PMSM have permanent magnets placed on the 
surface of the rotor, which are secured in position by glue or an inert material band. In 
IPMSM, the permanent magnets are buried in the rotor backiron. This provides 





















 In traction applications, one of the main requirements for an electric motor is to 
have the capability of maintaining a wide CPSR. For instance, consider Fig. 1.4, were an 
ideal torque versus speed capability curve of a PMSM motor is shown. The PMSM is 
assumed to be connected to a dc power supply and a three phase inverter to permit 
variable-speed drive operation. Superimposed is the corresponding power versus speed 
curve, shown in red. Two regions can be identified in the figure; a constant torque region 
and a constant power region. It is common in literature to refer to the constant power 
region as the flux weakening region, where the term is adopted from “field weakening” 
applied in machines that include field windings around the rotor. The CPSR ratio is 
defined as the ratio of the maximum constant power speed over rated speed. 
Typically in constant torque region, the current phase angle is optimized to 
implement a maximum torque per amp control. This control is abandoned upon 
transitioning from constant torque region into flux weakening region (constant power 
region). This transition occurs when the voltage limit associated with the dc power supply 
supplying the PMSM is reached. To reduce the machine voltage below the maximum 
limit, permanent magnet flux weakening is applied, most often by injecting a negative d-
axis current. Doing so, however, reduces the machine’s output torque due to the reduction 
in q-axis current which must be reduced in order to avoid violating the machines current 
limits. The reduction in torque continues until the voltage limit can no longer be 
maintained without reducing the rms-current below rated current. This point defines the 
maximum speed the system is rated for. 
Research to enhance the CPSR performance of PMSM machines can be 
generalized into two categories: advanced control methods or an improved magnetic 
design of the machine. In the first category, advanced control strategies were proposed to 
optimally control the qd currents in the flux weakening region. These control methods 
can be classified into four methods: feed-forward control, feed-back control, hybrid 
control, and non-linear control theory techniques [5]. Feed-forward control methods [6,7] 
are generally known for their good stability and transient responses. They are strongly 
dependent on machine parameters (lumped circuit model parameters). Hence, any 
variation in temperature or magnetic saturation effects can deteriorate the controller 
response. Feed-back control techniques [8]-[10] on the other hand are robust to the 
variation of motor parameters. One issue with the feed-back control is its performance in 
transient operation. Hybrid control strategies [11,12] aim to combine the advantages of 
feed-forward and feed-back control. Usually they require look-up tables, which require 





combines speed and current controllers. The machine and controller parameters are 
updated in real time. This method is therefore robust to variations in motor parameters. 
Yet, it is considered as the most computationally complex method compared to the 















Fig. 1.4. Ideal torque and power versus speed capabilities of a PMSM  
 
The second research category on enhancing CPSR in PMSM focuses on proper 
magnetic design of the machine, where the design is modified by either altering the 
machine’s geometrical structure or by applying specific excitation methods. Modifying 
the machine structure is usually done with the goal of increasing the saliency in the 
machine, which is the difference between the d- and q-axes inductances. Adding saliency 
to the machine structure produces what is commonly known as saliency or reluctance 
torque, which contributes to the overall torque production in addition to the torque 
produced by the permanent magnet. Compared to a non-salient machine, a salient 
machine needs less q-axis current to produce the same total torque, which could 
potentially increase the machine’s efficiency. 
An interesting study on the power capability of salient pole machines in variable 





model that neglects motor losses was used to determine the effects of qd inductances and 
back-emf voltage on the power capability of salient pole permanent magnet motors in 
variable speed drive applications. It was concluded therein that a tradeoff exist between 
the maximum torque a machine can output and the maximum speed range over which 
constant power can be maintained. In theory, if losses are neglected, the maximum speed 
in constant power speed range could be extended to infinity if the characteristic current, 
defined as the ratio of the permanent magnet flux linkage and d-axis inductance, is equal 
to the machine rated current. Finally, it was claimed that it is better, in a CPSR sense, to 
have low rather than high d-axis inductance.   
Several techniques have been demonstrated to increase saliency in PMSMs. One 
technique is the use of flux barriers in SM-PMSM and IPMSM to modify the qd 
inductances as shown in Fig. 1.5. This procedure has been reported in [16]-[18]. This was 
done to maximize the difference between the q-axis inductance and the d-axis inductance, 
and thus increase the torque density output by producing saliency torque. An investigation 
on the effects of saliency on CPSR performance in SM-PMSMs has been conducted in 
[19]. In particular, an inset SM-PMSM was designed and compared to a regular SM-
PMSM with similar design specifications. It was shown that although saliency can 
increase torque density, it can lead in an increased machine loss profile. It was concluded 
that no major benefits, towards the design objectives, are obtained by adopting a salient 
machine structure.  
 
 
Fig. 1.5. A rotor lamination of a Permanent Magnet Assisted Synchronous Reluctance 
Motor (PMASR) [18] 
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In [39], a theoretical analysis of a synchronous machine equipped with a hybrid 
rotor was conducted. The two part rotor consists of a reluctance part and a surface 
mounted PM/excitation part both placed on the same shaft. The main purpose of this 
study was to examine the effects of having a displaced or shifted reluctance rotor relative 
to the surface mounted PM rotor, as shown in Fig. 1.6. Using a normalized system of 
equations, and assuming linear, lossless, harmonic-free system, it was shown that for a 
motor with fixed saliency ratio, the maximum output torque-to-magnet cost ratio is 
achievable with the displacement angle 60oβ = . In other words, displacing the reluctance 
axis with the right amount can reduce the overall cost of the machine. 
Fig. 1.6. Basic reference frames of two part rotor with the reluctance part displaced 
relative to the excitation part [39] 
Saliency can also be introduced by tapering the machine structure. This has been 
done to a reluctance machine [4], where it was shown that the torque density improved by 
tapering the rotor asymmetrically. The torque density produced in the counter clockwise 
direction was noticeably improved at the expense of torque density in clockwise 
direction. In [20], a rotationally asymmetric IPMSM was designed for a low-voltage 
battery-powered electric motorcycle. A sketch of a portion of the rotor is shown in Fig. 
1.6. It was demonstrated via simulation and experimental verification that the 
asymmetrical IPMSM coupled with conduction angle control successfully mitigated 
torque ripple and achieved a wide CPSR. However, a detailed explanation on the design 
procedure of the asymmetric rotor was not presented. In addition, the effects of the 






Fig. 1.7. Asymmetric IPMSM [20] 
 
Another tapered air gap machine topology was considered in [21], and a sketch of 
its cross section is shown in Fig. 1.7. Therein, a self-starting single-phase SM-PMSM 
with tapered stator teeth was investigated using Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The 
tapered structure eliminates the need for a starting dead point, which reduces the 




Fig. 1.8. Asymmetric SM-PMSM [21]. Note that the stator teeth are tapered and that the 





In [22], a rotationally symmetric rotor structure, Fig. 1.8, for an IPMSM was 
designed for hybrid electric vehicle application. Rotor poles were tapered symmetrically 
such that the minimum air gap coincides with the d-axis while the maximum air gap is at 
the q-axis. This was done to increase saliency such that the ratio of d-axis inductance over 
q-axis inductance is greater than 1. FEA results were presented along with loss 
calculations using analytical models. The proposed machine was compared to a typical 
IPMSM (which has a ratio of d-axis inductance over q-axis inductance less than 1) with 
similar dimensions, materials, winding configuration, rated power and rated torque. The 
comparison revealed that higher efficiency was obtained at low and high speeds using the 
proposed machine design. However, it is difficult to truly compare different machine 
types by comparing point designs, since there are multiple metrics for comparison. In 
addition, the modification applied here counters the conclusion reached in [15], which 
favors a low d-axis inductance for CPSR applications. Thus, more analysis is needed to 




Fig. 1.9. Rotationally symmetric tapered rotor [22] 
 
In non-salient machine topologies, such as SM-PMSMs, [23] suggested using a 
concentrated, fractional slot winding in the stator windings to increase the low qd 
inductance and ultimately enhance the CPSR performance. A 6 kW fractional-slot 
concentrated winding SM-PMSM for automotive direct-drive starter/alternator with a 
CPSR of 10:1 was designed. Experimental validation was later provided in [24], were a 
CPSR of 5:1 was demonstrated. A close-up view of the machine used for verification is 
shown in Fig. 1.9. Although test results have convincingly demonstrated machine’s 
ability to deliver wide CPSR operation as well as high machine efficiency, a multi-
objective comparison showing the tradeoff in different machine metrics, for example loss 





equipped with a distributed winding was not presented, which hinders making definite 
conclusions on the improvements obtained from a concentrated winding. Comparing loss 
in particular is important in this case because of the rich harmonic content in the air gap 
flux due to the use of fractional slot concentrated winding. 
 
Fig. 1.10. Close up view of 6kW 36-slot/30-pole fractional-slot concentrated winding 
SM-PMSM used in [24] 
 
In this work, taking a similar approach to [4], [20], [21] and [22], the CPSR and 
torque density of PMSMs is elevated by designing an asymmetrical salient rotor, shown 
in Fig. 1.1. The proposed machine is rotationally asymmetric. However, unlike the 
previous designs which focused on decreasing torque ripple, the new machine couples 
saliency and rotational asymmetry to produce higher torque density compared to a 
conventional SM-PMSM as described in [26]. In addition, the AS-PMSM machine 
possesses a wide CPSR as will be demonstrated.  
The multi-physics properties of electric machines, large design space, and several 
competing objectives, necessitate a proper multi-objective design treatment in order to 
obtain reliable conclusions on machine designs. This has been done for the case of an 
IPMSM [25] and a SM-PMSM in [26], were a multi-objective design with a large design 
space considered. In [27], a stepwise multiple regression technique have been presented 
which enables reducing design space dimensions by screening nonessential variables 
11 
which are less relevant to performance improvement. A thorough discussion on multi-
objective design approach can be found in [28]. A summary of recent developments in 
electrical machine design optimization methods can be found in [29]. 
Herein, the AS-PMSM is designed using multi-objective optimization techniques 
similar to the approach presented in [25] and [26]. The process is formulated to minimize 
the cost and total losses of the machine. The Pareto-optimal front showing the tradeoff 
between the competing objectives is presented and used to compare the performance of 
the AS-PMSM to a nominal SM-PMSM designed under the same design specifications. 
1.2 Thesis Organization 
The organization of this document is as follows. In Chapter 2, a simplified PMSM 
design problem is considered. The problem is formulated to provide the motivation for a 
detailed analysis of the AS-PMSM. In Chapter 3, a detailed analysis of the AS-PMSM is 
provided. In Chapter 4, design results of an AS-PMSM are presented. The AS-PMSM is 
compared to a SM-PMSM. The comparison shows that the new machine architecture 
gives significant improvements in the Pareto-optimal front between loss and cost. In 
Chapter 5, the AS-PMSM and SM-PMSM analytical designs are validated versus 3-D 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) models. The validation process compares the analytical 
and FEA output torque and machine lumped model parameters. In Chapter 6, a case study 
is presented in which the AS-PMSM is designed for a heavy hybrid electric vehicle. 










2.  AN INITIAL LOOK INTO SALIENT PERMANENT MAGNET 
MACHINES 
 
This chapter provides motivation for the new machine structure proposed herein 
and shown in Fig. 1.1. In particular, a simplified single objective optimization design 
problem of a salient SM-PMSM is studied. In Section 2.1, the design specifications and 
applications are stated. The design analysis is presented in Section 2.2. Therein, the 
design space, constraints and objective function are formulated. In Section 2.3, four 
different design configurations are introduced. These configurations will be suggestive of 
the advantages gained from the new machine structure. Finally in Section 2.4, design 
results are presented and discussed. These results will motivate a detailed study of the 
proposed machine structure in Chapter 3.  
 
2.1 Design Specifications and Applications 
 
A design of a salient SM-PMSM motor is considered herein. The design 
specifications are listed in Table 2.1. The machine is assumed to be driven from a dc 
power supply connected to a three phase inverter. The dc power supply voltage is denoted 
as dcv . The machine stator windings are assumed to be symmetrical with a resistance sR . 
Parameters P  and 
,m mxλ  denote the magnetic poles of the machine and the maximum 
permanent magnet flux linkage available. The machine inductances will be determined as 
design variables. 
The machine is designed for a CPSR of 5:1. This range is characterized by three 
operating points. The three operating points mechanical rotor speeds are denoted by 
vector 
rm
ω  while the target electromagnetic torque at each point is denoted by *eT . The 
constant output power, outP ,  achieved in this range is 3.7 kW. Weighted machine power 
loss is calculated using one of the three weighting vectors 1w , 2w  or 3w . The first 
weighting vector weighs the power loss at each operating point equally while the second 
and third weighting vectors weigh the power loss towards the lowest speed and highest 





Parameter Value Units 
dcv 187 V 
sR 0.25 Ω
P 4 N/A 
,m mxλ 0.115 Vs 
rm
ω [1000, 2236, 5000] rpm 
*
eT [35.6, 15.9, 7.12] Nm 
outP [3.7, 3.7, 3.7] kW 
1w [0.333, 0.334, 0.333] N/A 
2w [0.7, 0.2, 0.1] N/A 
3w [0.1, 0.2, 0.7] N/A 
The CPSR requires monitoring to the maximum line-to-line voltage the power 
supply can provide. As the rotor speed increases, the maximum line-to-line voltage 
increases until it reaches the maximum limit that can be supplied by the dc power supply. 
A common procedure to address this situation when encountered is to inject negative d-
axis current to weaken the permanent magnet flux and thus decrease the operating 
maximum line-line voltage. The drawback of injecting negative d-axis current, however, 
is a decrease in machine efficiency and output power rating. One of the purposes of the 
investigation conducted in this chapter is to examine what machine properties, in terms of 
a lumped parameter model, are conducive to obtaining wide CPSR. 
2.2 Design Analysis 
The design analysis begins by first considering the machine’s stator qd flux 
linkage equation. The qd flux linkage equation for a PMSM is given as the sum of the 
flux linkage due to machine’s inductance and the flux linkage due to the rotor permanent 
magnet. This is expressed as 
R R R





where Rqdsλ  is the stator qd flux linkage vector,  Rqdxλ  is the qd flux linkage vector due to 
the machine inductance while Rqdpmλ  is the qd  flux linkage vector due to the permanent 
magnet. The flux linkages are expressed in a frame of reference R  that rotates with the 
rotor. Note that the zero sequence flux linkage is ignored since a wye-connected three 
phase winding is assumed. 
In a typical PMSM, the inductance flux linkage depends on a decoupled qd 
inductance matrix while the permanent magnet flux linkage is centered at the d-axis. 
However, in reference frame R  the arrangement shown in Fig. 2.1 is assumed. Therein, 
the qd inductance flux linkages are decoupled, as is the case for a nominal PMSM. 
However, the permanent magnet flux linkage mλ  projects on both the q- and d-axes. The 
angular phase shift between the d-axis and the permanent magnet flux linkage in frame of 
reference R  is expressed by angle dmφ .  
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where, qL  and dL  are the q- and d-axis inductances and 
R
qsi  and 
R
dsi  are the qd currents in 






















It is possible to center the permanent magnet flux linkage on the d-axis by 
applying a frame-to-frame transformation. This transformation transforms the qd axes by 
an angular displacement equal to dmφ , as shown in Fig. 2.2. This new frame is denoted by 
a superscript r . Note that in this new frame, the qd reluctance flux linkages, rqxλ  and rdxλ , 


















Fig. 2.2. Transformation into frame of reference r   
 
The frame-to-frame transformation applied in Fig. 2.2 is given by [28] 
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  (2.4) 
 
where R rK  means a transformation from frame of reference R  to frame of reference r . 
Multiplying both sides of (2.3) by R rK  and using the inverse matrix 1R rK −  to eliminate 
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 ( ) ( )2 2sin cosdd q dm d dmL L Lφ φ= +  (2.8) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )cos sinqd q d dm dmL L L φ φ= −  (2.9) 
 
In (2.6), the inductance matrix includes non-diagonal inductances that account for 
the coupling between the q- and d- axes. Diagonal inductances are a function of the phase 
shift between the inductance d-axis flux linkage , rdxλ , and the permanent magnet flux 
linkage, 
m
λ , which is now centered on the d-axis as shown in Fig. 2.2. 
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ω  is the electrical rotor speed in radians per second. The relation between 
r
ω  and 
rm





ω ω=   (2.11) 
 
It is important to monitor and limit the peak line-to-line voltage so that the maximum 
limit achievable by the system is not exceeded. The peak line-to-line voltage is expressed 
as 
 
 ( ) ( )2 2, 3 r rll pk qs dsv v v= +  (2.12) 
 
Another important metric is the electromagnetic torque produced by the machine can be 
shown to be equal to 
 
 ( )32 2 r r r re ds qs qs ds
PT i iλ λ= −  (2.13) 
 
Substituting (2.6) into (2.13) and then substituting (2.7)-(2.9) for qqL , ddL , and qdL  and 
rearranging gives 
 






where the electromagnetic torque due to machine’s asymmetrical inductance is given by 
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= − + −
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  (2.15) 
 







PT i λ=   (2.16) 
 
The torque produced in a nominal surface mounted PMSM is mainly from the 
permanent magnet torque (2.16), since negligible saliency exists.  
The only loss component taken into account in this design problem is dc 
conduction loss. The dc conduction loss is equal to 
 
 ( ) ( )( )2 232 r rr s qs dsP R i i= +  (2.17) 
 
The dc conduction loss is calculated at each operating point. Then the weighted 
power loss is calculated by taking the dot product of the conduction power loss vector for 




rw r xP = P w   (2.18) 
 
where Txw  is one of the weighting vectors listed in the design specifications and 
superscript T denotes transpose operation. 
The stage is now set to introduce the design space, constraints and the fitness 
function. The design space is given by 
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α  is a fraction to control the flux in the permanent magnet. Thus, the permanent 
magnet flux linkage is given by 
 
 
,m m m mxλ α λ=  (2.20) 
 
where 
,m mxλ  is the maximum attainable permanent magnet flux linkage given in the 
design specifications. 
Two constraints are imposed on the design problem. These are implemented using 
















=  > + −
 (2.21) 
 
where x  is the quantity to be constrained and 0x  is the allowed upper limit.  If x  is less 
than 0x , then the less than function returns a value of 1. However, if x  exceeds the upper 
limit, then the value returned by the functions rapidly decreases towards 0.  
Similarly, the ‘greater than’ function is used to compare a quantity to a lower 
















=  < + −
 (2.22) 
 
When x  is greater than the lower limit, the output of the function is equal to 1. When x  
is smaller than the lower limit, the function returns value that decreases rapidly ltowards 0 
as the difference between the limit and the quantity of interest goes to infinity. 
The first constraint applied is a limit on the maximum line-to-line voltage. The 
maximum line-to-line voltage limit is equal to dcv  (ignoring any forward semiconductor 
voltage drops). The constraint is expressed as  
  







,pk llv  is a vector of peak line-to-line voltages at all operating point, each calculated 
using (2.12). 
The second constraint applied ensures that the output torque at every operating 
point, calculated using (2.14), is greater than or equal to the target torque given by the 
design specifications. This constraint is expressed as 
 
 ( )( )*2 gtn min ,0e ec = −T T   (2.24) 
 
where eT  is the calculated torque vector for each operating point and 
*
eT  is the target 
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θ   (2.26) 
 
In the next section, a number of design configurations are introduced. These 
configurations provide an insight on the advantages obtained in the improving the 
machine performance as a result of the ideas proposed in this thesis. 
 
 2.3 Design Configurations  
 
To obtain insight on the effectiveness of the machine structure proposed in this 
work, four design space configurations are considered. Configuration 1 represent a 
nominal PMSM machine, were torque is solely produced from the interaction between the 
q-axis current and the permanent magnet flux. All parameters in this case are fixed except 
for the qd currents at the three operating points. Configuration 2 is similar to the 
configuration 1 but allows a weaker permanent magnet to be chosen if needed by the 
design algorithm. Configuration 3 adds symmetrical saliency into the design space used 





be set to zero. Finally, configuration 4 allows designing a machine that has an 
asymmetrical saliency by setting dmφ  to a value between 0 and / 2pi . All design 
parameters in configuration 4 are set free to be chosen between their maximum and 
minimum limits. Tables 2.2-2.5 show these configurations and the maximum and 
minimum limits on each of the design parameters defined in (2.19).  
The single objective optimization analysis described in Section 2.2 is applied for 
all four configurations. For each configuration, the optimization is done three time with 
each weighting vector, 1w , 2w  and 3w , which are listed in Table 2.1. In total, 12 studies 
are conducted and their results are discussed in the next section. 
 
Table 2.2 
Design Parameters – Configuration 1 (Nominal Machine)  
 
Parameter Minimum Maximum Units 
qL  1.70 1.70 mH 
dL  1.70 1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 0 rad 
m
α  1 1 N/A 
,1
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,1
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
,2
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,2
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
,3
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,3
r
















Design Parameters – Configuration 2 (Adjustable Permanent Magnet Flux) 
 
Parameter Minimum Maximum Units 
qL  1.70 1.70 mH 
dL  1.70 1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 0 rad 
m
α  0.1 1 N/A 
,1
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,1
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
,2
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,2
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
,3
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,3
r





Design Parameters – Configuration 3 (Symmetrical Saliency) 
 
Parameter Minimum Maximum Units 
qL  1.70 3.40 mH 
dL  1.70 3.40 mH 
dmφ  0 0 rad 
m
α  0.1 1 N/A 
,1
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,1
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
,2
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,2
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
,3
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,3
r








Design Parameters – Configuration 4 (Asymmetrical Saliency) 
 
Parameter Minimum Maximum Units 
qL  1.70 3.40 mH 
dL  1.70 3.40 mH 
dmφ  0 / 2pi   Rad 
m
α  0.10 1 N/A 
,1
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,1
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
,2
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,2
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
,3
r
qsi  0 206 A 
,3
r
dsi  -103 103 A 
    
2.4 Results and Discussions 
 
The optimization studies were conducted using a genetic algorithm [31]. In each 
study, the population size was set equal to 1500 while the number of generation was set 
equal to 100. 
Figs 2.2-2.5 show a subplot of the gene distribution and the design fitness for each 
of the four configurations with the power loss weighted using 1w . The genes are ordered 
as listed in (2.19) and are shown normalized between 0 and 1. The x-axis denotes the 
number of generations. A detailed explanation of the gene distribution plot is set forth in 
[28]. 
Genes 1-4 in Fig 2.2 denote design parameters qL , dL , dmφ  and mα . They were 
forced to a constant by equating the minimum and maximum limits. This explains the 
non-convergence witnessed in their respective normalized genes. Genes 5-10 denote the 
qd currents at the three operating points. It is observed that these parameters converged 
properly in the specified range. In the second subplot in Fig. 2.2, three traces are shown. 
The blue trace denotes the best design fitness value in a design generation, the green trace 
denotes the median fitness value in a design generation, and the red trace denotes the 
mean fitness value in a design generation. At the final generation, generation 100, the best 





The same explanation stated above can be used to describe Figs 2.3-2.6. Note that 
when parameters qL , dL  and dmα , are allowed to vary, they are chosen at their maximum 
or minimum limits. Since the problem is formulated to achieve a required torque and 
lower copper losses, there is no advantage in setting 
m
α  less than 1 as long as the voltage 
limit is not violated, which seems to be the case in these studies. The inductances qL  and 
dL  are chosen at opposite limits in configurations 3 and 4; qL  at the maximum limit and 
dL  at the minimum limit. This behavior can be understood by inspecting equation (2.15), 
which shows that the reluctance torque depends on the difference between these 
inductances. In other words, the greater the difference is, the more salient the machine is 
and more reluctance torque can be produced. Note that the choice on which inductance is 
bigger is made depending on the sign of rdsi , such that a positive reluctance torque is 
produced.  
 






























Fig. 2.3. Gene distribution and fitness evolution plots for Configuration 1 (nominal 





































Fig. 2.4. Gene distribution and fitness evolution plots for Configuration 2 (adjustable 
magnet) using weighting vector 1w  
 
 






























Fig. 2.5. Gene distribution and fitness evolution plots for Configuration 3 (symmetrical 




































Fig. 2.6. Gene distribution and fitness evolution plots for Configuration 4 (asymmetrical 
saliency) using weighting vector 1w    
 
The design parameters obtained for each of the four configuration studies using 
weighting vector 1w  are shown in Tables 2.6-2.9. Also shown in these tables are the 
reluctance torque vector, permanent magnet torque vector, overall torque vector and the 
best design fitness value. A number of important points can be made with regards to the 
results presented in Tables 2.6-2.9. 
In Table 2.6, where Configuration 1 (nominal machine) is considered, saliency 
does not exist and torque is produced solely due to the interaction between the q-axis 
current and permanent magnet flux. It is observed that a relatively large q-axis current is 
chosen at the first and second operating points to satisfy the torque constraint, 2c . At the 
third operating point, with a rotor speed of 5000 rpm, the q-axis current is reduced while 
an injection of d-axis current occurs. This is done to satisfy the constraint set on the 
maximum line-line voltage, constraint 1c . The best design fitness achieved for this 
configuration, which equal to the inverse of the weighted power loss, was found to be 
equal to 46 10−×  W-1. 
Table 2.7 lists configuration 2 (adjustable magnet) results. The results are similar 
to that in Configuration 1. The design specifications and constraints can be satisfied 
without reducing 
m
α  below 1 (i.e. : using a weaker magnet). 
In Table 2.8, Configuration 3 (symmetrical saliency) results are presented. The q-
axis inductance evolved to its maximum limit while the d-axis inductance was set at its 





on the right hand side of the reluctance torque expression, (2.15), is equal to zero because 
dmφ  in this configuration is enforced to zero. Thus, reluctance torque is proportional to the 
product of the qd currents and the difference d qL L− . Which inductance, qL  or dL , is 
greater than the other depends on the sign of the d-axis current, such that a positive 
reluctance torque is produced (the d-axis current gene has the freedom to be chosen as a 
positive value). 
Injecting considerable d-axis current to create saliency torque can lead to a high 
power loss profile, and therefore it might seem from an initial look that saliency torque is 
not advantageous and should be eliminated by choosing the qd inductances equal. 
However, comparing the sum ( ) ( )2 2r rqs dsi i+ , which is proportional to the square of the rms 
current, in Configuration 3 to that in Configurations 1 and 2, shows that a smaller rms 
current is utilized in Configuration 3. This gives a lower power loss as in this 
configuration than the previous configurations, as can be deduced from (2.17). In 
Configuration 3, reluctance torque contributed with around 38.4%, 18.7%, and 22.6% of 
the total torque produced at the first, second and third operating points respectively. Thus, 
less q-axis current was needed, which decreased the overall loss and improved the design 
fitness.  
Configuration 4 (asymmetrical saliency), enables all design parameters to vary 
between their specified minimum and maximum limits. In particular, the phase shift angle 
dmφ  is set between a minimum of 0 and a maximum of / 2pi . 
 A considerable phase shift equal to 0.78 rad ( 44.7° ) was picked by the 
optimization algorithm. Also noted was a close to zero d-axis current in operating points 
1 and 2. A closer inspection into (2.15) implies that most of saliency torque produced at 
operating points 1 and 2 is due to the second term on the right hand side with little 
contribution from the first term. Since negligible d-axis current is injected at the first and 
second operating points, losses in this configuration are smaller than that in the 
Configuration 3. The percentage of torque produced from reluctance torque at the first, 
second and third operating points is 33.1 %, 20.6 %, and  4.50%, respectively.  The best 
fitness obtained in this configuration is 31.2 10−×  W-1 and was found to be the highest 










Configuration 1 (Nominal Machine) Results Using Weighting Vector 1w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  1.70 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [103, 46.2, 20.7] A 
r
dsi  [-0.28, -0.31, -14.2] A 
exT   [0, 0, 0] Nm 
emT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.13] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.13] Nm 
rwP   1.67 kW 





Configuration 2 (Adjustable Magnet) Results Using Weighting Vector 1w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  1.70 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [103.3, 46.2, 20.7] A 
r
dsi  [-0.65, -0.04, -14.4] A 
exT   [0, 0, 0] Nm 
emT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.14] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.14] Nm 
rwP   1.67 kW 







Configuration 3 (Symmetrical Saliency) Results Using Weighting Vector 1w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  3.30 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [65.8, 37.8, 16.1] A 
r
dsi  [-43.8, -15.5, -20.4] A 
exT   [13.8, 3.00, 1.62] Nm 
emT  [22.0, 13.0, 5.55] Nm 
eT  [35.9, 16.0, 7.18] Nm 
rwP   1.0 kW 





Configuration 4 (Asymmetrical Saliency) Results Using Weighting Vector 1w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  3.30 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0.78 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [69.2, 36.9, 19.7] A 
r
dsi  [2.10, -4.50, -16.3] A 
exT   [11.8, 3.30, 0.32] Nm 
emT  [23.9, 12.7, 6.80] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 16.0, 7.12] Nm 
rwP   0.83 kW 





All four configurations were repeated using weighting vector 2w  and 3w . The 
results obtained followed a similar pattern and are listed in Tables 2.10-2.17. An 
interesting behavior is found in Table 2.12, where results from Configuration 3 using 
weighting vector 2w  are shown. Therein, d qL L>   and as expected, the d-axis currents at 
the first and second operating points where chosen positive to allow generating a positive 
reluctance torque. However, at the third operating point, a negative d-axis current was 
chosen, which gives a negative reluctance torque. Yet, the torque constraint was still 
satisfied since enough permanent magnet torque was produced. The reason for this 
behavior is that this weighting function 2w  weighs the third operating point by 10%. 
Therefore, loss in the third operating point is insignificant to the total weighted loss, and 
although negative reluctance torque is not advantageous, enough q-axis current can be 
injected to overshadow the negative reluctance torque. 
 
TABLE 2.10 
Configuration 1 (Nominal Machine) Results Using Weighting Vector 2w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  1.70 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [103, 46.2, 20.6] A 
r
dsi  [-0.10, 0.14, -14.3] A 
exT   [0, 0, 0] Nm 
emT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.12] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.12] Nm 
rwP   3.03 kW 












Configuration 2 (Adjustable Magnet) Results Using Weighting Vector 2w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  1.70 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [103, 46.2, 20.7] A 
r
dsi  [0.24, -0.40, -14.2] A 
exT   [0, 0, 0] Nm 
emT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.14] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.14] Nm 
rwP   3.03 kW 




Configuration 3 (Symmetrical Saliency) Results Using Weighting Vector 2w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  1.70 mH 
dL  3.30 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [66.6, 41.1, 29.8] A 
r
dsi  [40.0, 14.3, -16.4] A 
exT   [13.0, 2.90, -2.40] Nm 
emT  [22.97, 14.2, 10.3] Nm 
eT  [40.0, 17.0, 7.90] Nm 
rwP   1.75 kW 








Configuration 4 (Asymmetrical Saliency) Results Using Weighting Vector 2w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  3.30 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0.81 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [69.1, 35.6, 22.0] A 
r
dsi  [2.50, 0.94, -17.9] A 
exT   [11.8, 3.30, 0.29] Nm 
emT  [23.8, 12.6, 7.60] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.88] Nm 
rwP   1.39 kW 




Configuration 1 (Nominal Machine) Results Using Weighting Vector 3w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  1.70 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [103, 46.2, 20.6] A 
r
dsi  [-0.36, -0.01, -14.2] A 
exT   [0, 0, 0] Nm 
emT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.12] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.12] Nm 
rwP   0.71 kW 








Configuration 2 (Adjustable Magnet) Results Using Weighting Vector 3w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  1.7 mH 
dL  1.7 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [103, 46.2, 20.6] A 
r
dsi  [0.50, 0.14, -14.2] A 
exT   [0, 0, 0] Nm 
emT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.12] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 15.9, 7.12] Nm 
rwP   0.71 kW 





Configuration 3 (Symmetrical Saliency) Results Using Weighting Vector 3w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  3.30 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0 rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [63.1, 36.8, 16.1] A 
r
dsi  [-46.6, -18.4, -20.2] A 
exT   [14.2, 3.30, 1.57] Nm 
emT  [21.8, 12.7, 5.55] Nm 
eT  [36.0, 16.0, 7.12] Nm 
rwP   0.53 kW 







Configuration 4 (Asymmetrical Saliency) Results Using Weighting Vector 3w   
 
Parameter Value Units 
qL  3.30 mH 
dL  1.70 mH 
dmφ  0.87 Rad 
m
α  1 N/A 
r
qsi  [70.6, 36.7, 20.2] A 
r
dsi  [-6.80, 2.50, -15.1] A 
exT   [11.3, 3.30, 0.15] Nm 
emT  [24.3, 12.6, 7.00] Nm 
eT  [35.6, 16.0, 7.10] Nm 
rwP   0.45 kW 
( )f θ  32.2 10−×  W-1 
 
For each weighting function, the fitness obtained for each of the four 
configurations was normalized based on Configuration 1 (nominal machine). Table 2.18 






where subscript ζ  is the configuration number. In summary, Configuration 4 
(asymmetrical saliency) gave the best loss metric for all weighting choices. This is 
particularly true for weighting vector 2w  which emphasizes low-speed performance. 
This chapter provided the initial basis for considering an Asymmetrical Salient 
Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (AS-PMSM). It has been shown that 
considerable torque and efficiency improvements are made possible by this machine 
structure, as was summarized in Table 2.18. 
This study however includes some limitations. It was shown in a more inclusive 
study [19], that a salient machine, similar to the magnetic structure in Configuration 3, 
gives no superior improvements compared to a non-salient machine, such as machine 
Configurations 1 and 2, when the Pareto-optimal front between loss and mass is 
compared. As was pointed out therein, the presence of rotor tooth leads to an increase 






























, 3w  
Nominal Machine 1 1 1 
Adjustable Magnet 1 1 1 
Symmetrical Saliency 1.67 1.73 1.36 
Asymmetrical 
Saliency 
2.00 2.20 1.57 
 
loss in the stator teeth and backiron. Also, an increase in the overall machine’s mass is 
needed to accommodate the additional flux. These drawbacks explain why a salient 
machine did not show better performance compared to a non-salient machine in CPSR 
applications.  
Hence, to be confident about the benefits predicted by the results Table 2.18, a 
detailed study of the asymmetrical salient machine configuration is required. This is 

























3.  ASYMMETRICAL SALIENT PERMANENT MAGNET 
MACHINE ANALYSIS 
 
Chapter 2 provided motivation to consider a detailed design of an Asymmetrical 
Salient Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (AS-PMSM). A detailed analysis of the 
AS-PMSM is set forth herein to support a multi-objective optimization based design. The 
analysis done here is similar to that done for a nominal SM-PMSM in [28]. 
 The order of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.1, the geometry of the AS-
PMSM is described, where geometrical parameters are calculated in terms of a set of 
independent machine design parameters. In Section 3.2, the stator winding configuration 
is discussed. In Section 3.3, the machine’s material properties are considered. In Section 
3.4 a discussion of the electrical current control philosophy utilized to control the 
machine is provided. In Section 3.5, the flux density in the region between the rotor 
backiron and the stator tooth is formulated. An important assumption in this formulation 
is assuming that the field is solely in the radial direction. Section 3.6 includes a derivation 
of the lumped model parameters. Section 3.7 briefly describes procedure to apply 
ferromagnetic field analysis. The procedure is similar to that presented in [28] and hence 
only a brief discussion to clarify some points is presented. The chapter concludes with 
Section 3.8, were expressions for ac losses, in particular skin effect and proximity effect 
losses are formulated.  
 
3.1 Geometrical Analysis 
 
A cross section of an 12-pole, 3-phase AS-PMSM is shown in Fig. 3.1. The rotor 
position 
rm
θ  is measured in the counter-clockwise direction from the a-phase magnetic 
axis. A spatial angle smφ  is measured with respect a-phase axis. Another useful angle is 
the spatial position with respect to the rotor position 
rm
φ . The relation between 
rm
θ , smφ  
and 
rm
φ  is given as  
 
 sm rm rmφ θ φ= +  (3.1) 
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Labeled in Fig. 3.1 is the stator back iron, a stator tooth and a stator slot, the three phase 
conductors, a radially magnetized permanent magnet, the rotor back iron, inert material 
and the shaft. The rotor contains a rotor teeth positioned next to the permanent magnets in 
an asymmetrical fashion. The machine laminations are assumed to be axially stacked.  
Note that the stator teeth in the figure do not include a tooth tip. Usually a tooth 
tip is added to increase the span of the tooth and allow more flux to enter and leave the 
stator. In order to simplify the analysis however, tooth tips are not considered at this 
point. 
It was shown in [19] that adding a symmetrical pair of rotor teeth (symmetrical 
saliency) surrounding each PM gives no advantage to the machine performance. 
However, in this work, it will be shown that by having an asymmetrical rotor tooth 
design, an increase in the machine efficiency in a CPSR application is obtained.   
Fig. 3.1.  Cross section of a sample 12 pole AS-PMSM 
A detailed drawing of a stator tooth is shown in Fig. 3.2. Therein, str  is the radius 
from the center of the machine cross section to the center of a stator tooth, sbr  is the 
radius to a tooth base, and ssr  is the radius to the outer boundary of the stator back iron. 
The height of a tooth base  is denoted by tbd , the width of a tooth is denoted by tbw  and 
the thickness of the stator back iron is denoted as sbd .  The angle from the tooth center to 
the tooth tip is denoted by tθ  while the angle spanning the tooth base circumference at 




























Fig. 3.2.  Stator tooth 
 
A developed diagram of a section of the rotor is shown in Fig 3.3. Note that the 
counter clockwise direction maps into a linear movement from right to left in the 
developed diagram Fig. 3.3. 
The rotor shaft radius is denoted by 
rsr  while the inert material and rotor back iron 
depths are denoted by id  and rbd  respectively. The radius to the outer boundary of the 
rotor back iron is denoted by 
rbr . The depth of the permanent magnet is denoted by md  
while the air gap separating it from the stator region is g . The sum of the rotor back iron 
radius, the magnet depth and magnet-stator air gap, defines the radius to the stator region 
str . A rotor tooth is situated to the left of the PM with its depth denoted by rtd  and the air 
gap separating it from the stator region denoted by 
rtg . Note that the depth of the rotor 
tooth can be set greater than, equal to, or less than the depth of the permanent magnet. 
The rotor can be tapered if needed by setting the value of the fraction tapα  below 1, as 
shown in the figure. The tapering follows a similar approach to that taken in [4] however 
in this case it is applied optimimily instead of using a calculated trajectory.  
The span of the permanent magnet, rotor teeth, and space at the end of the pole 
which is sometimes filled with inert material, are denoted by pmθ , rtθ  and inθ , 
respectively. The sum of these angles is equal to the span of a rotor pole pθ . The dotted 
lines show the transition points. These are represented by spatial angular positions 1,pt iφ , 
2,pt iφ , 3,pt iφ , 4,pt iφ  and 5,pt iφ , where subscript i denotes the magnetic pole number. 
An angular position dependent radius 
rgr  (which can be written as ( )rrg rmφ ) is 
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The value of ( )rrg rmφ  over the span of the rotor tooth is derived using a linear line 
equation.  Similarly a position dependent air gap vg  (which can be written as ( )gv rmφ ) is 
defined using 
 
 ( ) ( )g rv rm st rg rmrφ φ= −  (3.4) 
























Fig. 3.3. Developed diagram of a rotor pole 
 
Before proceeding, a number of geometrical variables are chosen as independent 
machine design parameters. These parameters will be chosen optimally in the next 
chapter when the machine design is treated. One possible choice for these independent 










I p i rb m tb t sb pm rt rt tapP d d d g d d l gα α α α =  G  (3.5) 
 
where pP  designates the number of pole pairs, tα , pmα  and rtα  are fractions between 0 
and 1 used to set the span of the stator tooth, PM and rotor tooth, respectively.  The stack 
length of the machine is denoted by l  (all laminations and PMs have the same stack 
length). The maximum air gap (i.e.: 2,rm pt iφ φ= )  between the rotor tooth and the stator 
region is set using target air gap *
rtg  by the following  
 
 ( )*min ,rt rt mg g g d= +  (3.6) 
 
where ‘min’ is a function that finds the minimum of its arguments. Equation (3.6) ensures 
that the depth of the rotor tooth is greater than zero.  
Parameters in (3.5) are used to find the following dependent geometrical variables 
 
 2 pP P=  (3.7) 
 3s sppS P n=  (3.8) 
 
rb rs i rbr r d d= + +  (3.9) 
 st rb mr r d g= + +  (3.10) 
 





piθ α=  (3.12) 
 ( ) 21st t
sS




piθ α=  (3.14) 
 ( )1rt pm rtP
piθ α α= −  (3.15) 
 ( ) ( )1 1in pm rtP
















r r dθ  = + +  
  
 (3.18) 













































= +  (3.23) 
 
where P  is the number of magnetic poles, sppn  is the number of slots per pole per phase, 
sow  is the slot opening, defined as the distance of an imaginary straight line joining to 
adjacent tooth tips. Equations (3.22) and (3.23) give the center angular location of the 
stator slot and stator tooth respectively, where 
,1ssφ  is the angular position of the center of 
the first stator slot. Therein, subscript y  is the stator slot or tooth number. Note that 
,st yφ  
is a different property than stθ . 
The surface area of the shaft 
rsa , magnetic inert material ia , rotor back iron rba , 
total permanent magnets pma , a single rotor tooth rtsa , a single stator tooth tba , a single 




rs rsa rpi=  (3.24) 
 
2
i i rsa r api= −  (3.25) 
 ( )2 2rb rb ia r rpi= −  (3.26)  





t st tb tb
tb tb tb st
r w w
a d w rθ= − + −  (3.28) 
 ( )2 2slt sb st tb
s
a r r a
S
pi
= − −  (3.29) 
 ( )2 2sb ss sba r rpi= −  (3.30) 
 
The total volume of the shaft 
rsv , inert material iv , rotor backiron rbv , rotor laminations 
rlv , total permanent magnets pmv , stator teeth stv , stator backiron sbv  and stator 







rs rsv l a=  (3.31) 
 i iv l a=  (3.32) 
 
rb rbv l a=  (3.33) 
 
rl rt rbv v v= +  (3.34) 
 pm pmv l a=  (3.35) 
 st s tbv S l a=  (3.36) 
 sb sbv l a=  (3.37) 
 sl st sbv v v= +  (3.38) 
 
The volume of the rotor teeth 
rtv  was calculated by numerical integration. To 
calculate the leakage inductance associated with a phase winding, it is helpful to 
approximate the stator slot geometry into a rectangular slot, as shown in Fig. 3.4. The 





Fig. 3.4. Rectangular slot approximation  
 
The width of the slot in this case is taken as the average of the slot width at str r=  















=  (3.39) 
 
Maintaining the areas of the tooth base and tooth slot found in expressions (3.28) and 





















The parameter wRd  will be derived in the next section when the winding 
configuration is discussed. Next, a discussion of the stator winding configuration is 
presented. 
 
3.2 Stator Winding  
 
Winding configurations commonly used in 3-phase PM brushless machines can be 
classified as [32] as overlapping, either distributed or concentrated, or non-overlapping 
concentrated, often referred to as Fractional Slot Concentrated Winding (FSCW), with 
either all teeth wound or alternate teeth wound. 
Overlapping distributed winding configuration produce a sinusoidal air gap MMF. 
However, increased interest have been shown towards FSCW configurations due to 
several advantages, such as short end turns and higher conductor slot fill factor which can 
be obtained using a segmented stator [32]. In this work, a direct objective is to increase 
the torque density without necessarily relying on segmented stator cores. In addition, 
although it was shown in [24] that the use of FSCW in a SM-PMSM can allow utilizing 
this machine topology in CPSR applications, core loss in permanent magnets and rotor 
steel due to the rich harmonic content in the air gap flux density can be a concern. Thus, 
an overlapping sinusoidally distributed 3-phase winding configuration with an integer slot 
per pole per phase number, sppn , is adopted.   
The continuous representation of the conductor density distribution may be 
expressed  
 ( ) * *1 3n sin sin 32 2
sm sm
as sm s
P PN φ φφ α    = −    
    
 (3.42) 
 ( ) * *1 32n sin sin 32 3 2
sm sm
bs sm s
P PN φ φpiφ α    = − −    
    
 (3.43) 
 ( ) * *1 32n sin sin 32 3 2
sm sm
cs sm s
P PN φ pi φφ α    = + −    
    
 (3.44) 
 
where xn  is the conductor density of the x  stator phase or winding, 
*
1sN  is the target 
amplitude of the fundamental conductor density component, and *3α  is the target ratio 
between the 3rd  harmonic component and the fundamental component. The third 
harmonic content is included to improve the slot fill factor.  





configuration is needed. Transformation from a continuous conductor density distribution 
























∫  (3.45) 
 
where subscript y  is the stator slot or tooth number and 
,ss yφ  is the center position of 
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round sin sin sin sin
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s
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s s
N P P P PN
P S S
αpi pi piφ φ        = + −                  
 (3.48) 
 
The function round(.) rounds its argument to the nearest integer. Using (8.1-22) from [28] 
and (3.46), the effective values of 1sN  and 3α  are derived in terms of ,yasN  and given by 
 














∑  (3.49) 
 
















∑  (3.50) 
 
The difference between *1sN , 
*
3α , and 1sN , 3α , results from rounding operations when 
converting from continuous representation of a conductor distribution to a discrete 
conductor distribution. The total number of conductors in each slot is found by summing 







, , , ,s y as y bs y cs yN N N N= + +  (3.51) 
  
Conductors parallel to the machine end surfaces are referred to as end conductors. 
Knowledge of the distribution of these conductors is necessary to accurately calculate 
conductor losses. Following the procedure described in [28] Section 9.4, the discrete end 
conductor density for phase winding x  is given by 
 
 













= − ∑  (3.53) 
Note that if a non-integer value was obtained from  evaluation of (3.53), minor alterations 
can be done to the end conductor arrangement so that a proper connectivity with an 
integer number of conductors is obtained. 
An important concept in distributed windings is the winding function. Using (8.2-
11) from reference [28], the continuous winding function for the conductor density 
distribution (3.42)-(3.44) is given as 
 
 ( ) 1 32 3w cos cos
2 3 2
s
as sm sm sm
N P P
P
αφ φ φ    = −    
    
 (3.54) 
 ( ) 1 32 2 3w cos cos
2 3 3 2
s
bs sm sm sm
N P P
P
αpiφ φ φ    = − −    
    
 (3.55) 
 ( ) 1 32 2 3w cos cos
2 3 3 2
s
cs sm sm sm
N P P
P
αpiφ φ φ    = + −    
    
 (3.56) 
 
The winding function will be used to find the air gap Magneto-Motive Force (MMF) 
distribution. 
In addition to the distribution of conductors, the stator conductors cross sectional 
area and diameter are needed to evaluate the machine’s efficiency. The conductor cross 
sectional area and the slot packing factor are related by the following expression. 
 
 











where pfk  is the packing factor, sN  is a vector of total number of conductors in each slot 
calculated using (3.51), ca  is the conductor cross sectional area and slta  is the slot area 
calculated using (3.28). Note that the maximum of sN  is taken to calculate the maximum 















The depth of the winding within the slot in the rectangular slot approximation shown in 
Fig. 3.4 can now be readily expressed as 








Another variable of interest is the length of the end winding bundle in the axial direction. 
This dimension is approximated as 








Finally, the volume of the of stator conductor per phase, cdv , is equal to [28] 





cd eo c as y st sb c as y
y ys




= + + +∑ ∑ (3.62) 
where eol  is the end winding offset which amounts to the overhang in end winding 
between the end of the stator lamination stack and the end winding bundle. It is desirable 
to make eol  as small as possible but that comes at the expense of increasing the leakage 





3.3 Material Parameters  
 
The type of material used to build the machine strongly affects its performance. 
From an electro-magnetical perspective, four regions in the machine require a careful 
decision on the choice of material chosen. These are the stator, rotor, permanent magnet 
and the winding conductors.  
In this section a mapping is created between integer valued variables ts , tr , tc  
and tm  and the stator, rotor, permanent magnet and winding conductors material, 
respectively. Each parameter represents a specific material that is summarized with its 
properties in a predetermined materials library or catalog. The mapping can be 
represented mathematically as 
 
 ( )sc tF s=S  (3.63) 
 ( )sc tF r=R  (3.64) 
 ( )mc tF m=M  (3.65) 
 ( )cc tF c=C  (3.66) 
 
where subscripts sc , mc  and cc  denote the steel, magnet and conductor catalogs 
respectively, and where S , R , M  and C  are vectors containing the chosen material 
physical parameters for the stator laminations, rotor laminations, permanent magnet and 









r r r lim1c Bρ =  R  (3.68) 
 [ ]Tm m r m cic B Hρ χ=M  (3.69) 
 [ ]Tc c c limc Jρ σ=C  (3.70) 
 
where  sρ , rρ , mρ  and cρ  are the mass density of the stator, rotor, magnet and conductor 
materials respectively and sc , rc , mc  and cc  are the cost density in $/kg of the stator, 
rotor, permanent magnet and conductor materials respectively. The cost density of the 
steel laminations and winding conductors were estimated using available market price. 





There are two recommended upper limit flux density values used to avoid 
magnetic saturation in the stator lamination denoted by 
,s lim1B  and ,s lim2B , and one in the 
rotor lamination denoted by or 
,r lim1B . The recommended flux density with subscript 1 
corresponds to a relative absolute permeability of 1000 while the flux density with 
subscript 2 corresponds to a relative absolute permeability of 100. As discussed later in 
this chapter, the stator tooth magnetic saturation is modeled in the air gap flux density 
derivation. However, although saturation is modeled therein, it was found that it is 
advantageous from a computational convergence perspective to limit the peak tooth flux 
density. In this case, the flux density corresponding to a relative absolute permeability of 
100 is used as an upper limit. 
Core loss is calculated only in the stator laminations. With a sinusoidal 
distribution of MMF, core loss in rotor laminations or magnets can be ignored since no 
significant harmonic contents are present in the air gap flux density waveform. To 
calculate core loss, the Modified Steinmetz Equation (MSE) is used [33]. The MSE 
parameters are given by , ,h ek k α and β . More on core loss calculation is discussed in 
Section 3.7. 
In (3.69) the permanent magnet remnant flux density and linear magnetic 
susceptibility are denoted as 
r
B  and mχ  while the coercive field intensity of the magnet is 
denoted as ciH . Finally, in (3.70) the conductivity and the recommended current density 
upper limit of the conductor are denoted as cσ  and limJ . 
Appendices A, B, C and D contain a list of steel, permanent magnet, and 
conductor material properties for different materials. In the next section, the stator current 
excitation and control is discussed. 
 
3.4 Stator Current and Control Philosophy 
 
The machine’s input is fed from a three phase inverter as shown in Fig 3.7, where 
a three-phase Y-connection is adopted. Therein, dcv  is a dc voltage source which is 
typically either a three-phase rectifier or a battery, agv , bgv  and cgv  are the three-phase 
line-to-ground voltages, asv , bsv  and csv  are the line to neutral voltages and asi , bsi  and csi  
are the three phase currents. As shown in the figure, a phase leg consists of two 
transistor/diode combinations. The transistors typically used are the Insulated Gate 






The main function of the inverter for this work is to regulate the three phase 
current output to the desired value needed to obtain a commanded torque. It will be 
assumed that the commanded current values are equal to the measured values with no 
error between them. In terms of qd variables, this means that *r rqs qsi i=  and 
*r r
ds dsi i= .  
The rms current and current phase angle are obtained from the qd currents as 
shown below [28] 
 
 ( ) ( )2 2* *1
2
r r
s qs dsI i i= +  (3.71) 
 ( )* *angle r ri qs dsi j iφ = −  (3.72) 
Thus, the abc currents are given as 
 ( )i 2 cos
2as rm s rm i
PIθ θ φ = + 
 
 (3.73) 
 ( ) 2i 2 cos
2 3bs rm s rm i
PI piθ θ φ = + − 
 
 (3.74) 
 ( ) 2i 2 cos
2 3cs rm s rm i
PI piθ θ φ = + + 
 
 (3.75) 
Note that the currents are a function of the rotor angle. The rotor position is typically 
obtained via sensors placed inside the machine. Another method to obtain the rotor 
position is through sensorless control mechanisms [34]. Note that for magneto-static 











There are three more details that need to be addressed that are related to the 
machine electrical drive. First is the maximum line-to-line voltage that can be achieved, 
which constrained by the available dc power supply voltage dcv  and the forward voltage 
semiconductor switch drop fsv . As shown in [28], the maximum line-to-line voltage that 
can be outputted is equal to 
 
 2llmx dc fsv v v= −  (3.76) 
 
In (3.76), it is assumed that the forward voltage drop of the IGBT and the diode are equal 
and denoted by fsv . The second point that should be considered is the average 




s fs sP v Ipi
=  (3.77) 
 
More information on the switch conduction loss model can be found in [19]. Finally, the 





P R I=   (3.78)  
 
3.5 Radial Field Analysis 
 
The magnetic analysis of the machine is conducted using an analytical radial field 
analysis. A number of assumptions are first made. The magneto-motive force (MMF 
drop) across steel is neglected except in the stator teeth. Second, the flux density in the 
permanent magnet and air gap only has a radial component. Third, linear magnetic 
properties are assumed in rotor teeth with a fixed susceptibility. Finally, temperature 
effects are neglected. 
With these assumptions taken into account, the order of this section is as follows. 
First the MMF in the permanent magnet and air gap region is derived. Then, the radial 
flux density expression as a function of radius and angular position in the permanent 
magnet and air gap is formulated. This relationship in particular is important since it 
permits finding the flux density in different locations across of the machine. 
From the knowledge of the winding functions and the three phase currents, the 
50 
spatial distribution of the MMF can be obtained. It can be shown that the stator MMF is 
given by the dot product between the winding function vector and the three phase currents 
vector [28] 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )F , i w i w i ws rm sm as rm as sm bs rm bs sm cs rm cs smθ φ θ φ θ φ θ φ= + + (3.79) 
Substituting (3.54)-(3.56) and (3.73)-(3.75) into (3.83) yields 
( ) ( )13 2F , cos 2s rm sm s s sm rm i
PI N
P
θ φ φ θ φ = − − 
 
(3.80) 
Equation (3.84) shows that the MMF sinusoidally varies and rotates with the rotor at a 
speed proportional to the mechanical rotor speed.  
It will be convenient to express the MMF in terms of qd variables. This can be 
done by taking advantage of the relationship between the qd currents in the rotor frame of 
reference, the rms current sI  and current phase angle iφ . The MMF in qd  variables may 
be expressed as 








θ φ φ θ φ θ      = − − −      
      
 (3.81) 
The stator MMF is equal to the sum MMF drops from the rotor back iron to the 
stator teeth. Thus 
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r r d
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r r
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+
= + +∫ ∫ ∫
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i i i (3.82) 
where ( )H , smr φ is the radial field intensity between rb str r r≤ ≤  and ( )Ht smφ  is the field
intensity in the stator tooth. The first term on the RHS accounts for the MMF drop across 
the permanent magnet-rotor tooth region, the second term is the MMF drop across the air 
gap while the third term is due to the MMF drop across the stator teeth. In order to 
evaluate (3.82), expressions for the field intensities in each region are needed. These 
expressions are next derived for one magnetic pole.   
Fig. 3.6 shows a thin sector of the machine. Therein, 
r
Φ  denotes the radial 





arbitrary radius r . The flux flowing out of the imaginary surface towards a stator tooth is 
denoted by stΦ . Applying gauss law at the boundary, the radial flux density can be shown 
to be equal to     
 
 ( ) ( )B , B ,stsm st sm rb strr r r r
r







Fig. 3.6. Thin sector of machine 
 
The flux density in the permanent magnet-rotor tooth region can be linearly 
expressed as a function of the field intensity. This relationship is given by 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0B , H , B , rsm rm rm sm m rm rb rg rmr r r rφ µ φ φ φ φ= µ + ≤ ≤  (3.84) 
  
where 0µ  is the permeability of the vacuum, ( )rm rmφµ  is the permanent magnet-rotor 
tooth relative permeability as function of angular position, ( )H , smr φ  is the field intensity, 
and ( )Bm rmφ  is the residual flux density in the tooth and permanent magnet as a function 
of angular position. 
From Fig. 3.3, the residual flux density function is expressed as 
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B  is the PM residual flux density. Note that the permanent magnet polarity 
changes for every consecutive pole, were the pole number is denoted by i . The 
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rtχ  is the susceptibility of the rotor tooth steel and mχ  is PM magnetic 
susceptibility. 
In the air gap separating the rotor and permanent magnet from the stator 
( )rrg rm str rφ ≤ ≤ ,  the flux density is given as 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( )0B , H , , rsm sm rg rm str r r rφ µ φ φ= ≤ ≤  (3.87) 
 
To compute the flux density flowing in the stator tooth, all the flux from the air 
gap within one span of a slot and tooth converges into the tooth as shown in Fig. 3.8. 
Therein, stΦ  is the air gap slot/tooth flux and tΦ  is the flux flowing inside the stator 


















By Gauss’s law 
 
 st tΦ = Φ  (3.88) 
 
Assuming a uniform flux density, (3.88) can be simplified to 
 




piφ φ=  (3.89) 
 
where ( )Bt smφ  is the tooth flux density. The tooth flux density can be expressed in terms 
of the field intensity as 
  
 ( ) ( )( ) ( )B B Ht sm B t sm t smφ φ φ= µ  (3.90) 
 
where ( )( )BB t smφµ  is the steel permeability as a function of flux density. Details on this 
function can be found in [35]. Note that (3.90) is approximate since it does not account 
for hysteresis.  
Resolving (3.84), (3.87) and (3.90) for the field intensities and then substituting 
into (3.82)  
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Since a radial field is assumed, dl dr=
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µ φ= −µ  (3.93) 
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=  (3.96) 
 
A Newton-Raphson iteration process is used to solve for the stator tooth flux 
density ( )Bst smφ  in (3.92). Knowing the stator tooth flux density, the flux density 
between 
rb str r r≤ ≤  and 0 2smφ pi≤ ≤  is found using (3.83). This concludes the radial 
field analytical analysis. The stage is now set for the next section where the lumped 
model parameters are derived. 
 
3.6 Lumped Model Parameters  
 
In this section, the qd flux linkages and the stator resistance are obtained. 
Knowing these variables allows calculating the qd voltages and electromagnetic torque. 
 The stator three phase flux linkage equation of the machine expressed in abc 
variables may be expressed as 
 
 abcs abcl abcm= +λ λ λ  (3.97) 
 
where abclλ  and abcmλ  are the three phase leakage and magnetizing flux linkages 
respectively. By definition, stator leakage flux linkage is the flux that does not cross the 
air gap to the rotor, while the stator magnetizing flux linkage is due to the stator flux that 
crosses and communicates between the stator and the rotor. Expressing the flux linkages 
in qd0 variables instead of abc variables is more convenient. Using Park’s transformation 
[10], the flux linkage in qd0 variables in the rotor frame of reference is given as 
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For the system configuration considered in this work, the zero sequence does not play any 
role and therefore will be dropped. Work done in Sections 8.6, 8.7 and 9.8 of [28] shows 
that the leakage and magnetizing flux linkages in qd variables may be expressed as 
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respectively and where, 
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A method to calculate lpL  and lmL  in equation (3.101) has been presented in Section 8.7 
of [28]. In the same chapter of the same reference, Section 8.8 provides a procedure to 
obtain the stator winding resistance sR . The focus herein will be directed towards 
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Note that integrating with respect to 
rmφ  or smφ  gives similar results because the integral 
is for one complete revolution. The magnetizing flux linkages are calculated by 
evaluating the integrals in (3.103) and (3.104) numerically. 
 Next, the steady state qd voltage equations are equal to 
 








ω  is the rotor electrical speed which is equal to rotor mechanical speed 
rmω  
multiplied by the number of pole pairs / 2P .  
From the qd voltage, the peak line-to-line voltage can be calculated as 
 
 ( ) ( )2 2, 3 r rll pk qs dsv v v= +  (3.107) 
 
The peak line-to-line voltage will be constrained by the maximum upper limit equation 
(3.76).   
Finally, the torque output of the machine can be calculated using 
 
 ( )32 2 r r r re dm qs qm ds
PT i iλ λ= −  (3.108) 
 
In the next section, a ferromagnetic field analysis is discussed. 
 
3.7 Ferromagnetic Field Analysis  
 
The flux density at a number of locations in the machine is needed to evaluate the 
overall efficiency and to check magnetic saturation condition on the stator and rotor steel. 
In addition, the field intensity in the permanent magnet should be constrained to avoid 
demagnetizing the permanent magnets. The ferromagnetic field analysis of the stator 
tooth and stator back iron regions have been discussed in details in reference [28]. Since 





the field analysis required for the proposed AS-PMSM, the procedure described therein is 
adopted and is not presented again in this document. 
Using the procedure set forth in [28], the following parameters are obtained 
 
 [ ]1 1 1 1 TD t c b s t mx b mx rbtmx rbrmx mnB B B B H=F B B   (3.109) 
 
where 1t cB  and 1b sB  are the flux density time waveforms over one period in stator tooth 1 
and backiron segment 1, respectively. The maximum flux density in stator tooth 1, stator 
backiron segment 1, tangential component of the rotor back iron and the radial 
component of the rotor back iron are denoted by 1t mxB , 1b mxB , rbtmxB , and rbrmxB , 
respectively. Finally, the minimum permanent magnet field intensity is denoted by mnH . 
To calculate the tooth flux density time waveform, special attention was made for 
material transition points when carrying out the integrals shown in (9.9-1) in [28]. 
The core loss in the stator tooth and back iron is calculated using an empirical loss 
model known as the Modified Steinmetz Equation [33]. The model breaks the total core 
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where p is the power loss per volume, mxB  is the maximum flux density over the time 
domain, dB
dt




ω=  is the fundamental electrical frequency. The equivalent frequency, eqf , is 










=  ∆  ∫
 (3.111) 
 
where B∆  is the peak to peak flux density. The equivalent frequency accounts for a non-
sinusoidal flux density waveform. The MSE parameters hk , α , β  and ek  are model 
parameters found using magnetic material characterization methods [36]. Appendix D 
gives these parameters for steel materials used in this work. Note that the units of hk  and 







Denoting the power loss density in the stator tooth and stator back iron by ctp  and 
cbp , the core loss is equal to 
 
 c ct st cb sbP p v p v= +   (3.112) 
3.8 AC Losses 
The last step is to include ac losses into the total loss calculation. Two ac losses 
are considered: skin effect loss and proximity effect loss. The procedure described here is 
discussed in details in [28]. 
The first step in calculating skin effect losses is to find the dc and ac resistance 



















  (3.113) 
 































  (3.114) 
 
where function ‘real’ returns the real component of its argument, JB  is the Bessel 
function of the first kind and zero order, JB′  is the derivative of the Bessel function of the 
first kind and zero order (i.e.: the Bessel function of the first kind and first order). 







=   (3.115) 
 
where j is the imaginary number and 
r
ω  is the electrical rotor speed in rad/sec. The skin 
effect ac losses are given by the difference between ohmic losses due to dc resistance and 






 ( )2 , ,3skin s ac s dc sP I r r= −   (3.116) 
 
To calculate proximity losses, it is assumed that only two phases exist in one slot 
at maximum. Using subscripts x and y to denote the phases occupying stator slot 1, the 
proximity effect losses of the machine are given by 
 
 ( )( )4 2 2 2 2 20 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1212c c r sprox s xs ys xs xs ys yssiR
lr SP I N N N N N N
w
piσ ω µ
= + − +   (3.117) 
 
This chapter presented the analysis procedure of an AS-PMSM, where a treatment 
of the machine’s overall geometrical, electrical and magnetical aspects has been applied. 
This procedure is utilized in the next chapter to design the machine using a population 
based optimization algorithm. The design results are then used to compare the AS-PMSM 





























4.  MULTI OBJECTIVE DESIGN OF AN ASYMETRICAL SALIENT 
PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE 
 
This chapter presents the design results of an asymmetrical salient PMSM using a 
multi-objective optimization approach. The optimization algorithm used herein the 
Genetic Algorithm (GA) [31]. The population size and number of generation are both set 
equal to 3000 in all studies presented in this chapter. 
In Section 4.1, the formulation of the design problem is presented. Therein, the 
design space, design parameters and design objectives are defined. Section 4.2 lists the 
design constraints. These constraints are added to ensure that sensible machine designs 
obtained and to enhance the convergence of the optimization algorithm. In Section 4.3, 
the convergence of the optimization algorithm is confirmed by comparing the results 
obtained from several runs and making sure that they are consistent. Section 4.4 compares 
the design results of AS-PMSM and SM-PMSM. The AS-PMSM design results are then 
further analyzed and discussed.  
 
4.1 Formulation of Design Problem 
  
The design problem specifications are listed in Table 4.1. Most of the parameters 
listed therein have been defined and discussed in Chapter 3. A fraction mk = 0.75 sets the 
limit on the minimum permanent magnet field intensity allowed to avoid demagnetization 
of the permanent magnet. The procedure described in [28] and referred to Section 3.7 
varies the rotor position by a specific amount in order to obtain the flux density time 
waveforms. The number of rotor positions considered is equal to J.  Parameters tarα  and 
soα  set the stator tooth aspect ratio ( /tb tbd w ) and stator slot opening ( /so cw d ), 
respectively. The rotor tooth is assumed to operate in the linear magnetic region, with a 
constant susceptibility 7000
rtχ = (check (3.86)). To enhance the computational 
efficiency, the design space is reduced by applying upper limits on the electromagnetic 
mass and total weighted power loss emmxM  and lmxP  respectively.  
The design targets a CPSR of 5:1. Three operating points are studied starting from 








Parameter Value Units Parameter Value Units 
dcv  400 V emmxM  14 kg 
sppn  2 N/A lmxP  500 W 
mk  0.75 N/A tarα  10 N/A 
pfk  0.5 N/A soα  1.5 N/A 
eol  1 cm rmω  [1000, 2236, 5000] rpm 
rsr  2 cm *eT  [17.8, 7.96, 3.56] Nm 
fsv  2 V *outP   [1.86, 1.86, 1.86] kW 
J  80 N/A 1w  [0.333, 0.334, 0.333] N/A 
,1ssφ  / sSpi  rad 2w  [0.7, 0.2, 0.1] N/A 
rtχ  7000 N/A 3w  [0.1, 0.2, 0.7] N/A 
 
constant output power equal to 1.86 kW or 2.5 hp. To analyze each operating point, a 
subset of the complete analysis presented in Chapter 3 is repeated. In particular, Sections 
3.4 through 3.8, which depend on the operating point characteristics (speed and qd 
currents), are analyzed separately for each operating point. 
A total of 25 design parameters make up the design space. The design space may be 
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The design space parameters are listed in Table 4.2 with their maximum and 
minimum limits shown. Entries in the encoding column states whether each variable is 
represented in the GA as a continuous linear mapping (Lin), a continuous logarithmic 
mapping (Log), or a discrete integer mapping (Int) [28]. The type of stator and rotor steel 
and conductor parameters, ts , tr  and tc  are fixed at a constant value equal to 1. This 
enforces the design algorithm to consider only one type of steel and one type of conductor 
materials. As shown in Appendices A and C, these materials are M19 steel and copper. 
These parameters were included in the design space and not as constants to facilitate 








Parameter Min. Max. Encoding Units Parameter Min. Max. Encoding Units 
ts  1 1 Int N/A l  1 50 Log cm 
tr  1 1 Int N/A 
*
1sN  10 1000 Log cond./rad 
tc  1 1 Int N/A 
*
3α  0.1 0.7 Lin N/A 
tm  1 7 Int N/A rtα  0.1 1.0 Lin N/A 
pP  4 6 Int N/A 
*
rtg  0.5 2.0 Lin mm 
id  0.1 10 Log cm ,1
r
qsi  0.1 100 Log A 
rbd  0.1 5.0 Log cm ,1
r
dsi  
-30 0.0 Lin A 
md  0.1 5.0 Log cm ,2
r
qsi  0.1 100 Log A 
g  0.5 2.0 Lin mm ,2
r
dsi  
-30 0.0 Lin A 
tbd  0.1 5.0 Log cm ,3
r
qsi  0.1 100 Log A 
tα  0.05 0.95 Lin N/A ,3
r
dsi  
-30 0.0 Lin A 
sbd  0.1 5.0 Log cm tapα  0.0 1.0 Lin N/A 
pmα  0.4 0.9 Lin N/A      
 
This section defined the design specification and design parameters for the design 
problem investigated in this chapter. The next section presents the design constraints and 
fitness functions. 
 
4.2 Design Constraints and Fitness Functions 
 
Various constraints are imposed to ensure a proper and sensible machine designs 
are achieved. These constraints shape the machine design topology from several aspects 
such as geometry and electromagnetical behavior. The machine’s thermal performance is 
not considered herein but is a part of planned future work. Also note that constraints 
related to the mechanical performance (e.g. : stresses on the permanent magnet) are not 
included. 
There are a total of 17 constraints imposed on the optimization design problem. 
To impose those constraints, the ‘less than’ and ‘greater than’ functions defined in 






The first constraint ensures a reasonable stator teeth depth/width ratio, such that a 
skinny tooth is avoided. Thus, the constraint is  
 
 ( )1 ltn ,tb tar tbc d wα=  (4.2) 
 
where tarα  is the tooth aspect ratio chosen by the machine designer. In order to make the 
machine easier to wind, the conductor diameter which was found in (3.59) , multiplied by 
the slot opening factor soα , must be less than the width of the slot opening sow , 
 
 ( )2 ltn ,c so soc d wα=  (4.3) 
 
In order to limit the search space, a constraint on the maximum allowed 
electromagnetic mass is added. The electromagnetic mass is given by the sum of the rotor 
laminations, stator lamination, permanent magnets and stator winding. This is given as  
 
 3em s sl r rl m pm c cdM v v v vρ ρ ρ ρ= + + +  (4.4) 
 
where slv , rlv  and pmv  are the volumes stator laminations, rotor laminations, and 
permanent magnets given in Section 3.1, while cdv  is the volume of stator conductors per 
phase given in Section 3.2. The respective mass per volume densities sρ , rρ , mρ  and cρ  
are given in Appendices A-C. The constraints on the electromagnetic mass is expressed 
as 
  
 ( )3 ltn ,em emmxc M M=  (4.5) 
 
 A number of magnetic constraints are applied to make sure that magnetic 
saturation is avoided at specific locations and to avoid demagnetization of the permanent 
magnet. These conditions are checked in the case when no current is applied (zero 
excitation) and in the case when current excitation is applied. To distinguish between 
non-excited and a excited constraints, an additional subscript ‘ nc ’ is added to denote no 
current conditions: 1 ,t mx ncB , 1 ,b mx ncB , ,rbtmx ncB , ,rbrmx ncB  and ,mn ncH . Thus, the following 
constraints when no excitation is applied are imposed 
 





 ( )5 1 , ,ltn ,b mx nc s lim1c B B=  (4.7) 
 ( )6 , ,ltn ,rbtmx nc r lim1c B B=  (4.8) 
 ( )7 , ,ltn ,rbrmx nc r lim1c B B=  (4.9) 
 ( )8 ,gtn ,mn nc limc H H=  (4.10) 
 
where the limits 
,s lim2B , ,s lim1B  and ,r lim1B  are given in the steel and magnet appendices. 
The limit on the permanent magnet field intensity, limH , is given as 
 
 lim m ciH k H=  (4.11) 
 
where mk  is given in the design specifications Table 4.1 and ciH  is given in permanent 
magnets appendix. 
Two constraints are applied to the electrical system. First, the current density 
should not exceed an allowed maximum value the conductor material is able to handle 
limJ . This constraint is expressed as 
 
 ( )9 ltn / ,s c limc I a J=  (4.12) 
 
The second electrical constraint is applied to limit the peak line-to-line voltage, 
given in Section 3.6 equation (3.107), to ensure that the dc power supply capabilities are 
not exceeded. Hence, 
 
 ( )10 ,ltn ,ll pk llmxc v v=  (4.13) 
 
When an electrical excitation is applied, the following magnetical constraints are 
imposed 
 ( )11 1 ,ltn ,t mx s lim2c B B=  (4.14) 
 ( )12 1 ,ltn ,b mx s lim1c B B=  (4.15) 
 ( )13 ,ltn ,rbtmx r lim1c B B=  (4.16) 
 ( )14 ,ltn ,rbrmx r lim1c B B=  (4.17) 





  The machine output torque can be calculated using (3.108). However, the 
lumped parameter model expression needs to be adjusted by a sufficient amount to 
account for core loss. The corrected torque is thus given as 
 




= − >  (4.19) 
Note that (4.19) should be used only for motor operation. At stall, no core loss exists and 
therefore ec eT T=  . 
The next constraint ensures that the corrected torque needs to be greater than the 
target torque specified in the design specifications. This is expressed as  
 
 ( )*16 gtn ,ec ec T T=  (4.20) 
Finally, the last constraint limits the design space by constraining the power loss. 
The total power loss at an operating point is given by the sum of switch loss, conduction 
loss, core loss, skin effect and proximity effect loss. This is expressed as 
 
 l s r c skin proxP P P P P P= + + + +   (4.21) 
where sP  and rP   are given in Section 3.4, cP  in Section 3.7 and the ac losses in Section 
3.8.  The last constraint is expressed as 
 
 ( )17 ltn ,l lmxc P P=  (4.22) 
Constraints 9c  through 17c  depend on the operating point currents. Therefore, they 
are evaluated repeatedly for each operating point. This ensures that the machine designs 
satisfy the requirements expressed by these constraints over the speed range considered. 
In this multi-objective optimization design, the two objectives applied are 
minimizing both the cost of the machine and the total machine losses subject to the 
constraints imposed. The cost of the machine is modeled as the cost of the materials used 
in construction and does not account for labor cost or any other expenses. Therefore, the 
total machine cost is equal to 
 
 3s s sl r r rl m m pm c c cdc v c v c v c vρ ρ ρ ρ= + + +ℂ   (4.23) 
 
where sc , rc , mc  and cc  are the cost per mass in $/kg of the  stator, rotor, permanent 





The weighted power loss is given by the dot product of the total power loss at all 




lw l xP = P w   (4.24) 
 
where xw  is one of the weighting vectors listed in the design specifications.  
The fitness function is evaluated as follows. In the case when all constraints or a 
predetermined number of constraints are not satisfied then the fitness function is equal to 
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else if all constraints have been satisfied then 
 









θ  (4.26) 
 
where  SC , IC  and CN  are the number of constraints satisfied, the number of constraints 
evaluated, and the total number of constraints, respectively. The variable ε  in (4.25) is a 
very small number (e.g.: 10-10) which decreases the fitness value of designs not passing 
all constraints. To increase the computational efficiency of the design process, after a 
predetermined number of constraint evaluation, the code checks if any constraint was not 
satisfied. If that is the case, the fitness function is equal to (4.25) and the calculation is 
terminated at an early stage in code. 
The pseudo-code showing the steps to determine the design fitness is listed in 
Tables 4.3 and 4.4. Table 4.3 is the main code used to evaluate the fitness function; Table 
4.4 is a code sequence executed at predetermined stages in the design fitness calculation 
code to check if constraints evaluated at this stage are all satisfied. This check is done 
after computing 1 3- c c , 4 8- c c ,  9 10- c c , 11 15- c c  and 16 17- c c , as described in Table 4.3. The 
evaluation of constraints 9 17- c c  is performed repeatedly for every operating point. Thus, 









Fitness Function Calculation Pseudo-Code  
 
1. Initialization, geometrical calculation and material selection 
initialize number of constraints to 17 
calculate machine geometry (Section 3.1) and find material properties 
(Section 3.3) 
evaluate 1c   
2. perform winding calculations 
winding calculations (Section 3.2) 
evaluate 2c   
3. mass and cost calculation 
compute total mass and cost using (4.4) and (4.23). 
evaluate 3c   
check constraints 1 3- c c  (Table 4.4) 
4. electrical resistance and leakage inductance calculation 
compute sR  and lsL  in using [28]  
5. field analysis under no current excitation conditions (Section 3.7) 
            evaluate 4 8c c−  
            check constraints 4 8c c−  (Table 4.4) 
6. initialize total number of operating points 3OPN =  and operating point 
1opn =   
7. WHILE op OPn N<=  <= 3 AND S IC C=  
i.   current excitation analysis (Section 3.4) 
     evaluate 9c   
ii.  radial field analysis (Section 3.5) 
iii.  lumped model parameters calculation (Section 3.6) 
      evaluate 10c   
      check constraints 9 10- c c  (Table 4.4) 
iv.   field analysis under operating point excitation conditions (Section 
3.7) 
       evaluate 11 15c c−   
       check constraints 11 15c c−  (Table 4.4) 
vi.   calculate corrected torque using (4.19) 





vii. compute losses  
       compute total loss using (4.21) and store it in lP   
       evaluate 17c  
       check constraints 16 17c c−  (Table 4.4) 
viii. update operating point 1op opn n= +  
    ENDWHILE 
7. compute weighted power loss lwP  using (4.24) 
8. evaluate fitness using (4.25) 




Constraint Fulfillment Pseudo-Code  
 
update SC   
update IC   
IF ( )S IC C<   








   −
=    
  
f   
               return 
ENDIF 
 
This concludes this section, were the design constraints and fitness function have 
been defined. In the coming sections, a number of case studies are conducted and their 
results are presented. 
 
4.3 Case Study 1: Optimization Convergence 
 
 The convergence of the optimization is studied and confirmed in this section. One 
way to confirm convergence is by executing the design problem formulated in Sections 
4.1 and 4.2 multiple times and comparing results obtained from each execution. If a close 
match in results is obtained, then confidence can be built on the convergence of the code.  
Perhaps the best way to compare machine design results is by utilizing the Pareto-





optimal front for the design problem considered in this chapter shows the tradeoff 
between total weighted loss and cost of the machine designed. It will be used to confirm 
the convergence of the optimization process. 
The applied convergence studies are summarized in Table 4.5. Six sets of studies 
are performed, where each set contains three sub-sets repeated under the same settings. 
The first three sets are for a design of a nominal Surface Mount Permanent Magnet 
Synchronous Machine (SM-PMSM). The last three sets are for a design of an AS-PMSM. 
The SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM are designed using the three weighting vectors listed in 
Table 4.1. 
The design procedure of a SM-PMSM is presented in Chapter 9 of [28]. However, 
slight differences between the design procedure presented therein and the designs 
presented in this work exist. The first difference is that the design presented herein is for 
a multiple operating speed points. Second, the tooth flux density saturation in this design 
is taken into account and constrained by 
, 2s limB . Third, the objective functions in these 
runs are minimizing weighted loss and cost, while the objectives in [28] were minimizing 
loss and mass. Lastly, the design space vector for the SM-PMSM is structured by 22 
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  (4.27) 
 
where subscript s in sθ  is used to distinguish between the AS-PMSM and SM-PMSM 
design space vectors. 
Figs. 4.1-4.3 show the Pareto optimal fronts obtained for SM-PMSM design study 
sets 1-3 while Figs. 4.4-4.6 shows the Pareto optimal fronts obtained for the AS-PMSM 
designs study sets 4-6. The figures plot the weighted loss versus the machine cost. Each 
design set includes three repeated identical study runs.  
Overall, the Pareto-optimal fronts in each study set match very closely which 
indicates that convergence has been reached. Note that a perfect match in Pareto-fronts in 
design problems with large design space, such as the one considered herein, should not be 
expected. In the next section, the design results of AS-PMSM are considered in more 










Study Set Machine Designed Weighting Vector 
Number of 
Repetitions 
1 SM-PMSM 1w  3 
2 SM-PMSM 2w  3 
3 SM-PMSM 3w  3 
4 AS-PMSM 1w  3 
5 AS-PMSM 2w  3 
6 AS-PMSM 3w  3 
 
 



































































Fig. 4.2. SM-PMSM convergence study Set 2  
 
 


































































Fig. 4.4. AS-PMSM convergence study Set 4  
 
 

































































Fig. 4.6.  AS-PMSM convergence study Set 6 
  
 
4.4 Case Study 2: Comparing AS-PMSM to SM-PMSM  
 
The design of the AS-PMSM under the design settings described in Sections 4.1 
and 4.2 is considered herein. Only design results using weighting vector 1w  are discussed 
in details while brief highlights on the results with weighting vectors 2w  and 3w  are 
included. The design results corresponding to Study 1 Pareto-front in Fig. 4.1 and Study 3 
in Fig. 4.4 are used for the SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM comparison. 
The Pareto designs gene distribution of the SM-PMSM and the AS-PMSM with 
weighting vector 1w  are shown in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. As a reminder, the x-
axis which denotes parameter number, is ordered as shown in sθ , (4.27), for the SM-
PMSM and θ , (4.1), for the AS-PMSM. The design parameters in both cases are 
normalized between 0 and 1. Parameters of higher cost individuals within a population 
are placed on the left side of the column while individuals with lower cost are placed to 
the right of the column. A detailed explanation of the gene distribution plot is set forth in 
[28]. 
Parameters 1-3 in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, as was discussed before were fixed to 1 by 
setting the minimum and maximum limits equal to 1. In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, Parameter 4, 





0.84, which maps into Ferrite AC-12 permanent magnet. A few designs in both figures 
have a normalized value of around 0.33, which corresponds to SmCo R20 magnet.  
Parameter 5 in both figures represents the number of pole pairs. Almost all SM-
PMSM designs use the maximum allowed number of pole pairs, equal to 6. This is 
advantageous from a cost perspective since less magnet volume is needed as the number 
of magnetic poles increases. However, in the list of AS-PMSM designs, a number of 
designs have pole pair values equal to 5 and 4. Inspecting parameter 7, the rotor backiron 
thickness, these designs use a thicker rotor back iron which indicates that a high flux 
density level at the operating points considered required decreasing the number of pole 
pairs. 
 






















































Fig. 4.8. Gene distribution plot for AS-PMSM design with 1w  
 
The 9th and 18th parameters in Fig. 4.8 are the air gaps g  and *
rtg  . Both appear to 
be driven to their lower allowed limits. Since ferrite permanent magnet with low 
r
B   is 
used, having a small air gap is much needed to achieve an effective and efficient transfer 
of flux between the rotor and stator.  Parameters 25, the rotor tooth taper fraction, for the 
majority of designs is equal to 1.  
A Pareto-optimal front comparison between the two machine topologies is shown 
in Fig. 4.9. The AS-PMSM outperforms the SM-PMSM by a significant amount as 
shown. For example, for a constant loss of 180 W, the AS-PMSM cost was $40.0 while 

































Fig. 4.9. Pareto optimal fronts with 1w  
 
In Fig. 4.10, the weighted power loss was plotted versus the machine mass for 
both the SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM. Overall, the mass of all AS-PMSM is less than the 
mass of SM-PMSM design for a given loss.  
 



































Figs. 4.11-4.16 show various properties attributed with the AS-PMSM designs 
plotted versus cost. The mass versus cost for all designs is shown in Fig. 4.11. As 
expected, as machines become more massive the cost increases. The mass of all designs 
does not exceed the maximum limit of 14 kgemmxM = .  
 




















 mass vs. cost
 
 
Fig. 4.11. AS-PMSM mass versus machine component cost 
 
Fig. 4.12, a breakdown of separate machine component costs is given. The cost of 
the steel laminations, rotor laminations, conductors and permanent magnet is given. The 
most expensive component is the three phase conductors, followed by the stator steel. 
The cost of these two components keeps rising as the total cost increases. This is 
reflective of the increase of mass in these two regions, which is increased to lower 
conductive and core losses that are present only in the stator region. On the contrary, the 
cost of the rotor laminations and permanent magnet is mainly constant with respect to the 
total cost. Interestingly, the cheapest component was the permanent magnet. As was 


































Fig. 4.12.Components cost versus machine cost 
 
The permanent magnet-stator teeth and rotor teeth-stator teeth air gaps, g  and 
rtg , are plotted versus cost in Fig. 4.13 for all Pareto-front designs. Note that the 
minimum allowed gap was equal to 0.5 mm. Almost all designs minimized g  and 
rtg  to 
0.5 mm, which is mainly done to facilitate flux transfer between the rotor and stator. It 
can be seen that some designs have rotor tooth air gaps that are slightly smaller than the 
permanent magnet air gaps. The thicker tooth enhances the flux transfer mechanism 
between the rotor and the stator. 





























The fractions that control the span of the rotor tooth 
rtα , the taper applied tapα , 
and the depth of the rotor tooth 
rtd  are plotted in Fig. 4.14. Most designs have rotor tooth 
with 0.6
rtα =  and no taper applied.  
 

































rtα , tapα  and rtd  versus machine cost 
 
The Pareto-optimal fronts obtained from design studies with weighting vectors 
2w  and 3w  are shown in Figs. 4.15 and 4.17, respectively. The weighted loss versus 
mass for these studies is shown in Figs. 4.16 and 4.18, respectively.  
In general, based on the Pareto-optimal front comparison, the AS-PMSM 
outperforms the SM-PMSM. The improvements however are less significant in Fig. 4.15, 
where 2w  was used. On the other hand, significant improvements are seen using AS-
PMSM in Fig. 4.17, where 3w  is used. The improvements seen therein are more 
significant than that seen in Fig. 4.9, when 1w  was used. Finally note that AS-PMSM 
designs are less massive for a given loss than SM-PMSM designs, as illustrated in Figs. 

































Fig. 4.15. Pareto optimal fronts with 2w  
 
 





























































Fig. 4.17. Pareto optimal fronts with 3w  
 
 



























Fig. 4.18. Weighted power loss vs. mass with 3w  
 
For a closer inspection, the AS-PMSM Pareto-front design number 200 with cost 
of $46, mass of 8.1 kg and weighted power loss of 168 W  was selected. Tables 4.6 and 
4.7 list a number of properties for this design. A cross section of the machine is shown in 









Design Number 200 Characteristics 
 
Outside Diameter 21 cm Tooth Fraction 53.3 % 
Total Length 9.43 cm Tooth Base Width: 0.366 cm 
Active Length 5.45 cm Stator Backiron Depth 0.998 cm 
Number of Poles 12 Rotor Backiron Depth 0.527 cm 
Number of Slots 72 
Fundamental Conductor 
Density 90 cond/rad 
Stator Material Type M19 
3rd Harmonic Conductor 
Density 42% 
Rotor Material Type M19 Conductor Diameter 1.76 mm 
Conductor Type Copper Stator Iron Mass 4.25 kg 
Permanent Magnet Type Ferrite AC-12 Rotor Iron Mass 1.22 kg 
Permanent Magnet Fraction 57.8% Conductor Mass 2.21 kg 
Permanent Magnet Depth 0.616 cm Magnet Mass 0.448 kg 
Permanent Mag. Rem. Flux 
Density . 0.4 T Mass 8.13 kg 
Permanent Mag. Susceptibility 0.1 Stator Iron Cost $14.9 
Rotor tooth maximum depth 0.616 cm Rotor Iron Cost $4.28 
Rotor tooth minimum depth 0.615 cm Conductor Cost $24.8 
Rotor tooth span fraction 60.3 % Magnet Cost $2.51 
Rotor tooth tapering fraction 99.8 % Total Cost $46.4 
Stator Tooth Radius 7.87 cm Weighted Total Loss 168 W 
Shaft Radius 2 cm 
A-Phase Winding Pattern 
(1st Pole) 
[0     3    10    10     3     
0] 
Inert Radius 6.68 cm 
Minimum Conductors Per 
Slot 13 
Rotor Iron Radius 7.21 cm 
Maximum Conductors Per 
Slot 13 
Air Gap 0.5 mm Packing Factor 50% 















Design Number 200 Operating Point Performance Data 
 
Speed Range 1000 rpm 2236 rpm 5000 rpm 
Frequency Range 100 Hz 224 Hz 500 Hz 
Q-Axis Voltages 50.0 V 104 V 217 V 
D-Axis Voltages -53.0 V -65.0 V -69.0 V 
Peak Line-to-Line Voltages 126 V 213 V 395 V 
Q-Axis Currents 19.5 A 10.6 A 5.23 A 
D-Axis Currents -7.42 A -3.00 A -2.46 A 
Peak Line Currents 30.0 A 11.0 A 6.00 A 
Current phase control angle 21 deg 15.2 deg 25.2 deg 
Current Densities 6.05 A/mm^2 rms 3.19 A/mm^2 rms 1.68 A/mm^2 rms 
Torque Range 18.0 Nm 8.10 Nm 3.72 Nm 
Corrected Torque Range 17.8 Nm 7.97 Nm 3.56 Nm 
Semiconductor Conduction 
Losses 79.8 W 42 W 22.1 W 
Machine Resistive Losses 167 W 46.2 W 12.8 W 
Machine Core Losses 19.0 W 30.6 W 82.6 W 
Proximity Effect Losses 0.60 W 0.80 W 1.13 W 
Skin Effect Losses 1.10 mW 1.50 mW 2.04 mW 
Total Losses 266 W 120 W 119 W 
Machine Efficiencies 91.0 % 96.0 % 95.1 % 
Inverter Efficiencies 96.3 % 97.9 % 98.9 % 
Machine plus Inverter 
Efficiencies 87.5 % 94.0 % 94.1 % 
Stator Tooth Flux Dens. / 
Limit 90.3 % 50.7 % 45 % 
Stator Backiron Flux Den. / 
Limit 52.5 % 42.8 % 35.2 % 
Rotor Peak Tangential Flux 
Den. / Limit 99.5 % 81.0 % 66.7 % 
Rotor Peak Radial Flux Den. / 
Limit 58.4 % 32.9 % 27.5 % 

















Fig. 4.20. Magnified section of design number 200 
 
Various electrical and magnetical properties are plotted versus operating point in 
Figs. 4.21-4.28. Fig. 4.21 shows the qd currents and rms current at each operating point. 
Due to flux weakening, the q-axis current decreases as the rotor speed increases. 
Interestingely, d-axis current has a higher magnitude at lower speed than at high speed, 






























Fig. 4.21. AS-PMSM design number 200 qd and rms current versus rotor speed 
 
The qd flux linkages versus rotor speed are shown in Fig. 4.22. The q-axis flux 
linkage sharply drops as speed increases due to the decrease in q-axis current.  
The voltage versus rotor speed is displayed in Fig. 4.23. The rise in q-axis voltage 
is due to the increase in rotor speed. The peak line-to-line voltage at maximum speed is 
slightly below the limit that was imposed. 
  






























































Fig. 4.23. AS-PMSM design number 200 qd and peak line-to-line voltages versus rotor 
speed 
 
The loss profile versus rotor speed is shown in Fig. 4.24. Core loss increases with 
speed as expected. Machine dc conduction loss and switch conduction loss decrease as 
the speed increases mainly because of the decrease in rms current. AC losses; skin effect 
and proximity are negligible in this design, at least for the operating points modeled. 
 















loss components vs. rotor speed
 
 













The corrected torque and output power loss versus rotor speed are shown in Figs. 
4.25 and 4.26 respectively. As observed in these figures, the output torque and power 
requirements have both been satisfied. 
 



















corrected torque vs. rotor speed
 
 
Fig. 4.25. AS-PMSM design number 200 corrected torque versus rotor speed 
 


















output power vs. rotor speed
 
 






The stator tooth spatial flux density over one magnetic pole is plotted in Fig. 4.27 
for all operating points. Note that the analysis applied to find the air gap flux density 
starts from the edge of the permanent magnet as shown Fig. 3.3, which is located at 
42o
r
φ ≈ . As can be seen, presence of the rotor tooth (142 192o o
r
φ< < ) increases the 
magnitude of stator tooth flux density, which can be attributed to the decrease in air gap 
reluctance.  

























































Fig. 4.27. Design number number 200 spatial stator tooth flux density over one magnetic 



















The temporal stator tooth and backiron flux densities versus rotor position for all 
operating points are shown in Fig. 4.28. The peak flux density in these waveforms has 
been successfully constrained under the limits imposed in Section 4.2. Also observed is 
the distorted shape of these waveforms, especially the tooth waveform. This is a result of 
the material discontinuity when transitioning from the permanent magnet to the rotor 
tooth. 
 















































































Fig. 4.28. Design number 200 stator tooth and backiron temporal flux densities versus 
rotor position for all three operating points 
 
This concludes this chapter. In the next chapter, some of the results obtained by 
the analytical model are validated using 3D Finite Element Analysis (FEA). In particular, 
the electromagnetic torque and machine lumped model parameters obtained from the 



















5. FEA VALIDATION 
 
Validation of the AS-PMSM design number 200, considered in Section 4.4, is 
conducted in this chapter using 3D Finite Element Analysis (FEA). The FEA software 
package ANSYS MAXWELL, version 16.0, is used. To increase confidence in the 
validation process, a SM-PMSM design is chosen from the Pareto-front Fig. 4.9 and 
validated using the FEA software. Section 5.1 briefly discusses the attributes of the FEA 
model. Section 5.2 validates the computed analytical torque against the FEA torque for 
both SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM selected designs. Finally, Section 5.3 validates the 
machine lumped model parameters for the SM-PSMM and AS-PMSM selected designs.    
 
5.1 FEA Model 
 A picture of the selected SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM FEA models is shown in 
Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 respectively. The machines geometrical, electrical and magnetical 
properties are listed in Tables 5.1-5.4. It is important to point out that the steel type for 











Fig. 5.2. AS-PMSM FEA Model  
 
Note that due to symmetry, one pole pair is sufficient for simulation. In addition, 
the machine model can be further reduced by taking advantage of the axial symmetry 
along the z-axis, as shown in both figures. However, in calculations that require rotating 
the rotor of machine (quasi magneto-static), such as torque ripple calculations; all pole 
pairs of the machine are modeled but with the axial symmetry employed to reduce the 
computational time. 
As discussed previously, a sinusoidaly distributed winding configuration is 
adopted. The sinusoidally distributed winding is implemented in the FEA model via a 
winding cylinder slotted through stator teeth. Excitation terminals were added into each 
slot with the axial excitation applied equal to 
 
 
, , ,i as i as bs i bs cs i csI N i N i N i= + +   (5.1)  
 
where subscript i  denotes the ith slot. Before proceeding, it should be noted that the FEA 
runs were based on energy convergence criteria. The target energy percentage error was 
set to be less than 5% in quasi magneto-static (Sections 5.2) and 1% in magneto-static 
(Section 5.3) simulations. The maximum number of mesh refinement passes set was 











Characteristics of SM-PMSM Design Used in FEA Validation 
 
Outside Diameter 24.4 cm Stator Backiron Depth 0.96 cm 
Total Length 11.7 cm Rotor Backiron Depth 0.47 cm 
Active Length 6.90 cm 
Fundamental Conductor 
Density 90 cond/rad 
Number of Poles 12 
3rd Harmonic Conductor 
Density 42% 
Number of Slots 72 Conductor Diameter 1.83 mm 
Stator Material Type M19 Stator Iron Mass 5.33 kg 
Rotor Material Type M19 Rotor Iron Mass 1.45 kg 
Conductor Type Copper Conductor Mass 2.86 kg 
Permanent Magnet Type Ferrite AC-12 Magnet Mass 0.33 kg 
Permanent Magnet Fraction 81.8% Mass 9.97 kg 
Permanent Magnet Depth 0.19 cm Stator Iron Cost $18.7 
Permanent Mag. Rem. Flux 
Density  0.4 T Rotor Iron Cost $5.08 
Permanent Mag. Susceptibility 0.1 Conductor Cost $32.0 
Stator Tooth Radius 10.0 cm Magnet Cost $1.84 
Shaft Radius 2 cm Total Cost $57.6 
Inert Radius 9.28 cm Weighted Total Loss 168 W 
Rotor Iron Radius 9.75 cm 
A-Phase Winding Pattern 
(1st Pole) [0     3    10    10     3     0] 
Air Gap 0.50 mm 
Minimum Conductors Per 
Slot 13 
Slot Depth 1.24 cm 
Maximum Conductors Per 
Slot 13 
Tooth Fraction 43.4 % Packing Factor 50% 



















Operating Point Performance Data of SM-PMSM Design Used in FEA Validation 
 
Speed Range 1000 rpm 2236 rpm 5000 rpm 
Frequency Range 100 Hz 224 Hz 500 Hz 
Q-Axis Voltages 71.0 V 144 V 223 V 
D-Axis Voltages -45.1 V -46.0 V -49.7 V 
Peak Line-to-Line Voltages 146 V 261 V 396 V 
Q-Axis Currents 18.9 A 8.56 A 3.95 A 
D-Axis Currents -0.35 A -1.35 A -9.04 A 
Peak Line Currents 18.9 A 8.66 A 10.0 A 
Current phase control angle 1.10 deg 9.00 deg 66.4 deg 
Current Densities 5.1 A/mm^2 rms 2.34 A/mm^2 rms 2.66 A/mm^2 rms 
Torque Range 17.9 Nm 8.13 Nm 3.73 Nm 
Corrected Torque Range 17.8 Nm 7.97 Nm 3.58 Nm 
Semiconductor Conduction 
Losses 72.1 W 33.1 W 37.7 W 
Machine Resistive Losses 155 W 32.6 W 42.3 W 
Machine Core Losses 14.2 W 35.8 W 78.3 W 
Proximity Effect Losses 0.36 W 0.38 W 2.46 W 
Skin Effect Losses 1.10 mW 1.20 mW 7.70 mW 
Total Losses 242 W 102 W 161 W 
Machine Efficiencies 91.7 % 96.5 % 94.0 % 
Inverter Efficiencies 96.6 % 98.3 % 98.1 % 
Machine plus Inverter 
Efficiencies 88.5 % 94.8 % 92.2 % 
Stator Tooth Flux Dens. / 
Limit 69.7 % 53.8 % 40.3 % 
Stator Backiron Flux Den. / 
Limit 48.8 % 43.9 % 32.4 % 
Rotor Peak Tangential Flux 
Den. / Limit 98.5 % 88.6 % 65.4 % 
Rotor Peak Radial Flux Den. / 
Limit 33.9 % 25.8 % 20.6 % 

















Characteristics of AS-PMSM Design Used in FEA Validation 
 
Outside Diameter 21 cm Tooth Fraction 53.3 % 
Total Length 9.43 cm Tooth Base Width: 0.366 cm 
Active Length 5.45 cm Stator Backiron Depth 0.998 cm 
Number of Poles 12 Rotor Backiron Depth 0.527 cm 
Number of Slots 72 
Fundamental Conductor 
Density 90 cond/rad 
Stator Material Type M19 
3rd Harmonic Conductor 
Density 42% 
Rotor Material Type M19 Conductor Diameter 1.76 mm 
Conductor Type Copper Stator Iron Mass 4.25 kg 
Permanent Magnet Type Ferrite AC-12 Rotor Iron Mass 1.22 kg 
Permanent Magnet Fraction 57.8% Conductor Mass 2.21 kg 
Permanent Magnet Depth 0.616 cm Magnet Mass 0.448 kg 
Permanent Mag. Rem. Flux 
Density . 0.4 T Mass 8.13 kg 
Permanent Mag. Susceptibility 0.1 Stator Iron Cost $14.9 
Rotor tooth maximum depth 0.616 cm Rotor Iron Cost $4.28 
Rotor tooth minimum depth 0.615 cm Conductor Cost $24.8 
Rotor tooth span fraction 60.3 % Magnet Cost $2.51 
Rotor tooth tapering fraction 99.8 % Total Cost $46.4 
Stator Tooth Radius 7.87 cm Weighted Total Loss 168 W 
Shaft Radius 2 cm 
A-Phase Winding Pattern 
(1st Pole) [0     3    10    10     3     0] 
Inert Radius 6.68 cm 
Minimum Conductors Per 
Slot 13 
Rotor Iron Radius 7.21 cm 
Maximum Conductors Per 
Slot 13 
Air Gap 0.5 mm Packing Factor 50% 
















Operating Point Performance Data of AS-PMSM Design Used in FEA Validation 
 
Speed Range 1000 rpm 2236 rpm 5000 rpm 
Frequency Range 100 Hz 224 Hz 500 Hz 
Q-Axis Voltages 50.0 V 104 V 217 V 
D-Axis Voltages -53.0 V -65.0 V -69.0 V 
Peak Line-to-Line Voltages 126 V 213 V 395 V 
Q-Axis Currents 19.5 A 10.6 A 5.23 A 
D-Axis Currents -7.42 A -3.00 A -2.46 A 
Peak Line Currents 30.0 A 11.0 A 6.00 A 
Current phase control angle 21 deg 15.2 deg 25.2 deg 
Current Densities 6.05 A/mm^2 rms 3.19 A/mm^2 rms 1.68 A/mm^2 rms 
Torque Range 18.0 Nm 8.10 Nm 3.72 Nm 
Corrected Torque Range 17.8 Nm 7.97 Nm 3.56 Nm 
Semiconductor Conduction 
Losses 79.8 W 42 W 22.1 W 
Machine Resistive Losses 167 W 46.2 W 12.8 W 
Machine Core Losses 19.0 W 30.6 W 82.6 W 
Proximity Effect Losses 0.60 W 0.80 W 1.13 W 
Skin Effect Losses 1.10 mW 1.50 mW 2.04 mW 
Total Losses 266 W 120 W 119 W 
Machine Efficiencies 91.0 % 96.0 % 95.1 % 
Inverter Efficiencies 96.3 % 97.9 % 98.9 % 
Machine plus Inverter 
Efficiencies 87.5 % 94.0 % 94.1 % 
Stator Tooth Flux Dens. / Limit 90.3 % 50.7 % 45 % 
Stator Backiron Flux Den. / 
Limit 52.5 % 42.8 % 35.2 % 
Rotor Peak Tangential Flux Den. 
/ Limit 99.5 % 81.0 % 66.7 % 
Rotor Peak Radial Flux Den. / 
Limit 58.4 % 32.9 % 27.5 % 














5.2 FEA Torque Results 
 
The FEA torque is calculated over a rotor mechanical position spanning two stator 
teeth and slots with and increment of 1° (Note the span of a stator tooth and slot is equal 
to 360 / sS° , which is equal to 5°  for both the SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM machines 
considered in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, respectively). Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 display the 3-D FEA 
torque versus rotor position for the SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM machines at all three 
operating points.  
 


































































Fig. 5.4. AS-PMSM FEA torque versus rotor position 
 
The average torque is computed and compared to the analytical model torque in 
Tables 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. A very close agreement is observed between the two 
models. Also shown is the percentage torque ripple. The percentage torque ripple for each 












=   (5.2) 
 
where 
,e mxT , ,e mnT  and  ,e avT  are the maximum, minimum and average torque over rotor 
positions spanning an integer number of stator tooth and slot.  
 
TABLE 5.5 











%e rippleT  
1000 rpm 17.9 16.0 10.3 46.4 
2236 rpm 8.13 7.24 10.8 57.9 

















%e rippleT  
1000 rpm 18.0 17.5 2.80 32.0 
2236 rpm 8.10 7.82 3.46 13.6 
5000 rpm 3.70 3.51 5.14 59.1 
 
 
The no-load/cogging torque was calculated for both machines. The result is shown 
in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6.  
 




















SM−PMSM cogging torque vs. rotor position
 
 


























AS−PMSM cogging torque vs. rotor position
 
 
Fig. 5.6. AS-PMSM FEA cogging torque versus rotor position 
 
5.3 Machine Lumped Model Parameters 
 
The machine parameters in interest are qL , dL  for the SM-PMSM and qqL , ddL , 
qdL  (described in Chapter 2). The permanent magnet flux linkage mλ  is also considered 
in this validation.  
The machine lumped model parameters for the SM-PMSM calculated using the 
analytical model are shown in Table 5.7. These were calculated form the knowledge of 
the qd flux linkage and excitation currents. Note that since negligible saliency exist, 
q dL L= .  
The machine lumped model parameters from the FEA model were obtained using 
the total energy of the system. It can be shown that for a SM-PMSM, the co-energy stored 
in the system with the magnet turned off (i.e.: 0 and 0
r
B χ= = )  is equal to 
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Setting 1Aasi = ,
1 A
2bs
i = −  and 1 A
2cs
i = −  (i.e.: 1Arqsi =  and 0Ardsi = ), the inductance 
is related to the energy by  
 ( )4 W
3q d c r




2q d ls ms
L L L L= = +   (5.5) 
 
 Hence, a magneto-static simulation with 0
r
θ =  and under the electric and magnetic 
settings described above was applied, and the energy calculated was used to calculate the 
qd inductances. These are shown in Table 5.7. Agreement between analytical and FEA 
calculated inductances can be seen.  
 
TABLE 5.7 
SM-PMSM qd Inductances 
 
 Analytical 3-D FEA  % Error 
qL   3.65 mH 3.62 mH 0.8 
dL   3.65 mH 3.66 mH -0.3 
 
As was mentioned in Chapter 2, the flux linkage equation for the AS-PMSM can 
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  (5.6) 
 
where 
 ( ) ( )2 2cos sinqq q dm d dmL L Lφ φ= +   (5.7) 
 ( ) ( )2 2sin cosdd q dm d dmL L Lφ φ= +   (5.8) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )cos sinqd q d dm dmL L L φ φ= −   (5.9) 
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and applying an excitation ramping procedure with the magnet turned off, the co-energy 
of the system can be shown to be given by 
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  (5.11) 
The co-energy with the magnet turned off, (5.11), is calculated under three 
different excitation settings at 0
r
θ = : first with 1Arqsi = , 0 Ardsi = , second with 0Arqsi = , 
1Ardsi =  and finally with 1A
r
qsi = , 1A
r
dsi = . The energy calculated from each setting is 
then used to find qqL , qqL  and qdL . In order to have an equal comparison between the 
analytical and FEA model, the rotor in the FEA model should be aligned similarly to the 
alignment adopted in the analytical model. This means that the position of the first stator 
slot should at /sm sSφ pi=  and the q-axis of the machine aligned with the a-phase axis 
when 0
r
θ = . 
The AS-PMSM analytical and FEA inductances are listed in Table 5.8. The 
analytical model inductances were calculated using the flux linkage equation (5.6). The 
qd flux linkages were calculated with 1Arqsi = , 0 Ardsi = and 0A
r
qsi = , 1A
r
dsi =  with 
permanent magnet turned off. The calculated flux linkages were then used to find the 
analytical qqL , qqL  and qdL .   
 
TABLE 5.8 
AS-PMSM qd Inductances 
 
 Analytical 3-D FEA  % Error 
qqL   4.50 mH 4.96 mH -10.2 
ddL   1.73 mH 2.02 mH -16.6 
qdL  0.82 mH 0.75 mH 8.54 
 
In order to calculate 
m
λ  using the FEA model, the magnetic flux flowing through 
the stator teeth across one magnetic pole (i.e.: stator tooth 1 to /sS P ) was recorded as a 







θ =  to 2 /
rm
Pθ pi= . The stator teeth magnetic flux was then used to find the abc flux 
linkages using  
 




x rm i rm x i
i
P Wλ θ θ
=
= Φ∑   (5.12) 
 
where iΦ  is the magnetic flux through a cross section positioned at the middle of tooth i 
and 
,x iW  is the discrete winding function for phase x in slot i. The summation in (5.12) is 
multiplied by P to account for the remaining magnetic poles in the machine and then 
multiplied by 2 take into consideration the xy symmetry applied. Note that the discrete 
winding function can be calculated using the method describe in [28].  
The abc flux linkages found using (5.12) are then transformed into the qd frame 
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 (5.13) 
 
The SM-PMSM abc flux linkages and qd flux linkages are shown in Figs 5.7 and 
5.8 respectively. The average qd-flux linkages are shown in Table 5.9 along with the 
analytically calculated qd-flux linkages. The error between the FEA and analytical model 
is defined differently here using the equation 
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  (5.14) 
 
were the extra subscript ‘f ’ denotes the FEA calculated flux linkage while subscript ‘a’ 
denotes the analytical calculated flux linkage. The horizontal line above the FEA 
calculated flux linkage denotes the average value. Using (5.15), the error was calculated 































Fig. 5.7. SM-PMSM FEA abc flux linkages versus rotor position 
 
 



































SM-PMSM Average qd Flux Linkages 
 
 Analytical 3-D FEA  
r
qsλ  0 mVs -0.20 mVs 
r
dsλ   106 mVs 95.4 mVs 
 
Following the same approach, the abc- and qd-flux linkages for the AS-PMSM 
are calculated and shown in Figs 5.9 and 5.10. The average qd flux linkages from the 
FEA model and the analytical qd flux linkages are shown in Table 5.10.  
A noteworthy q-axis flux linkage is present in the FEA model while nothing was 
predicted in the analytical model. The reason for this is leakage flux flowing at the 
permanent magnet and rotor tooth interface. This presence of the flux leakage shifts the d-
axis from the center of the magnet and results in a non-zero average q-axis flux linkage. 
Therefore, to account for this effect, future work will include provisions to model flux 
leakage using the analytical model. Using (5.14), the error between the FEA and 
analytical models was calculated to be equal to 8.06 %. 
 
 

























































Fig. 5.10. AS-PMSM FEA qd flux linkages versus rotor position 
 
TABLE 5.10 
AS-PMSM Average qd Flux Linkages 
 
 Analytical 3-D FEA  
r
qsλ  0 mVs -2.60 mVs 
r
dsλ   69.0 mVs 64.4 mVs 
 
In conclusion for this chapter, a good and acceptable agreement between the 
analytical model and 3-D FEA results were obtained. In the next chapter, a case study is 
considered. Therein, a traction motor for a heavy hybrid vehicle application is designed. 
An AS-PMSM and SM-PMSM are designed for the given application and then compared 

















6. HOOSIER HEAVY HYBRID VEHICLE CASE STUDY 
 
In this chapter, a traction motor for a heavy hybrid electric bus is designed. 
Section 6.1 discusses the design specifications for this application. In Section 6.2, the 
procedure to select operating points that are incorporated into the machine design process 
is set forth. Section 6.3 includes a discussion on the design space and objective functions. 
Finally, Section 6.4 includes the results of the optimization and a discussion on the 
findings. 
 
6.1 Hoosier Heavy Hybrid Electric Vehicle Project Description 
 
The system considered is depicted in Fig. 6.1. Therein, a block diagram describing 
















Fig. 6.1. Parallel hybrid transit bus system block diagram 
 
The overall system can be divided into a mechanical and an electrical system that 
are connected in parallel to produce the torque needed to drive the vehicle. The engine is 
Cummins ISL 8.9L (6 cylinder) rated at 215 kW at 2000 rpm, maximum torque of 1200 
Nm at 1300 rpm, and a maximum rotational speed of 2400 rpm. A continuous torque 
converter (a clutch that varies smoothly between off/on or on/off states) is used to engage 
and disengage the engine as needed.  
The electrical system includes the electric motor which is connected to a 
battery/three phase inverter system. The battery is rated at 256 V. The electric motor is 





connecting the battery, inverter and motor are to indicate that bidirectional energy transfer 
is considered in this application. The motor is operated as a generator when regenerative 
braking is applied. A speed reduction gear box of 4.2 : 1 is connected to the motor output. 
The gearbox ensures that the output speed of the electric motor and the engine are 
matched, and thus their torque can be combined to feed the six speed transmission 
gearbox.  
The goal of this chapter is to design an electric motor suitable for the given 
application. The procedure applied in Chapters 3 and 4 is applied herein for this purpose, 
were a SM-PMSM and an AS-PMSM are designed and compared to see which machine 
architecture better suits this application. 
 
6.2 Operating Points Selection 
 
Figs. 6.2 and 6.3 illustrate the required torque and speed time trajectories of the 
electric motor based on the Manhattan, NY drive cycle. These trajectories map into the 
torque versus speed curve shown in Fig 6.4. Note that negative torque indicates energy 
generation by means of regenerative braking. The generated energy is transferred and 
stored in the battery. 















































rotor speed vs. time
 

























torque vs. rotor speed
 
Fig. 6.4 Torque versus speed 
 
To apply the machine design procedure described in Chapters 3 and 4, a finite 
number of torque and speed points that are representative of the overall torque and speed 
time trajectories need to be identified. The first step in the identification process is 
selecting points that are extrema in terms of their torque and speed magnitudes. Four of 
these points are selected by inspection, in addition to the 0 speed and torque point. These 
points are listed in Table 6.1.  
TABLE 6.1 
Pre-selected Operating Points 
 
Operating point Speed, rpm Torque, Nm 
1 0 0 
2 5485 156 
3 8066 114 
4 11087 71.2 





Point 1 was selected because the machine is essentially at rest during a significant 
portion of the drive cycle. Points 2, 4, and 5 were selected to make sure that the designed 
machine can operate at the maximum torque, maximum speed and minimum torque 
points seen in the time domain simulation. Point number 3 is an intermediate point 
between points 2 and 4.   
Next, a single objective optimization problem is formulated to identify six 
additional operating points. The design space consists of the speed and torque points to be 
identified as given by vector 
o
θ   
 
 
,6 ,11 ,6 ,11[ ... , ... ]o rm rm e eT Tω ω=θ   (6.1) 
 
The optimization’s objective is to identify six additional speed and torque points 
so that the finite set of operating points best characterizes the infinite number of operating 
points which constitute the drive cycle trajectory. This requirement is mathematically 
described by 
 
 ( )( )* arg min eo o=θ θ   (6.2) 
 
where arg min  is a function that finds the points in 
o
θ  for which ( )e oθ  attains its lowest 
value and where 
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In (6.3), ( )rm tω  and ( )Te t  denotes the rotor mechanical speed and torque at time t, ,rm pω  
and 
,e pT  denote the 
thp  speed and torque operating point to be identified out of a set of 
operating points [ ]6,7,..11Ρ = , and 
,rm bω  and ,e bT  are base quantities used to normalize 
(6.3). The base quantities are equal to the maximum absolute values of the speed and 
torque points from the time domain simulation. The error function is given as the integral 
of the minimum of speed and torque distances over Ρ  within one time cycle (total time 
elapsed in the given data in Figs 6.2 and 6.3. Since the optimization algorithm used 
(Genetic Algorithm, GA) maximizes its objective function, the fitness function is defined 












  (6.4) 
 
The optimization was applied with a GA population and generation size both 
equal to 500. The resulting operating points from this optimization, in addition to the pre-
selected points 2-5 in Table 6.1, are listed in Table 6.2.  
Returning to the discussion on the reason for pre-selecting the [0,0] in Table 6.1, 
it was mainly included into the optimization in order to make sure that the optimization 
output points, points 6 through 11, do not contain any [0,0] torque-speed point, since 
there is no interest in modeling a [0,0] torque-speed when designing the electric machine. 
With the [0,0] torque-speed point omitted, a total of 10 points remain as seen in Table 
6.2. These points are plotted in the in Fig. 6.5, along with the time domain torque versus 
speed trajectory.  
To check if the identified points accurately represent the time series trajectories in 
Fig. 6.2 and 6.3, the torque and speed time trajectories are re-plotted using the 11 discrete 
points; 10 points in Table 6.2 and the [0,0] torque-speed point. These trajectories are 
shown in red in Figs 6.6 and 6.7 and are superimposed over the original torque and speed 
time trajectories. As can be seen, the points capture with an acceptable accuracy the 
original torque and speed time trajectories. Based on how frequent each point in Table 6.2 
is repeated in Figs. 6.6 and 6.7, a weighting for each of the 11 points that sums to 1 is 
created. Next, the weight of each torque-speed point, except for the [0,0] point, is scaled 
down using the sum of the weighting of the 10 points, not including the [0,0] point. This 















Hybrid Vehicle Design Operating Points 
Point Speed, rpm Torque, Nm Weight, (%) 
1 3786 -169.1 17.6 
2 4516 30.0 16.39 
3 5750 8.51 15.93 
4 4348 0.0005 11.07 
5 1884 0.0012 9.98 
6 5307 -170 9.88 
7 4040 -67.1 8.48 
8 8066 114 6.13 
9 5485 156 3.99 
10 11087 71.2 0.67 

















































selected operating points time trajectory
 
Fig. 6.6. Torque versus time trajectory 




















selected operating points time trajectory
 
Fig. 6.7. Speed versus. time trajectory 
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6.3 Asymmetrical Design for a Generator 
With a closer inspection into the design operating points in Table 6.2, it can be 
seen that the weighting is more favorable for points with negative torque instead of a 
positive torque. Thus, the machine is more often operated as a generator generator than a 
motor. Thus, to increase the chances of obtaining benefits from the asymmetrical 
structure, changes needs to be made to the structure AS-PMSM. 
Considering that a negative torque flips the phase of the spatial MMF in the air 
gap of the machine, a method to favor generation is to position the rotor tooth on the 
opposite side of the magnet compared to the placement applied in Chapters 3 and 4 and 
shown in Figs 3.1 and 3.3. Note that the asymmetry applied in this work is not a 
rotational asymmetry; but an electromagnetic asymmetry that mainly depends on the 
spatial phase of the MMF waveform relative to the rotor.     
6.4 Design Specifications, Design Space and Constraints 
The design specifications, design space and design constraints for this case study 
are very similar to those discussed in Section 4.1 and 4.2. There are some changes 
however that were made. 
With respect to the design specifications, instead of a 2 cm shaft radius shr , a 5 cm 
radius was set. Second the dc power supply voltage dcv  was reduced to 256 V. The 
maximum mass limit, 
emmx
M , was increased to 70 kg while instead of a maximum limit 
on loss, it was replaced with a maximum limit on cost of $400. 
In order to avoid low conductor per slot count, the pole pairs of a winding were 
tied in parallel instead of a series connection. With this change, the qd voltages in (3.105) 
and (3.106) should be multiplied by 2 / P . The qd current are in this case the currents 
flowing in one of the branches of the parallel winding. Therefore, the switch conduction 
loss (3.77) is adjusted by a multiplication factor of / 2P .   


















The equation used to calculate the corrected torque in (4.19) is still applicable for this 
case study. The design space is structured using the same design space parameters in (4.1) 
and (4.27). However, the upper and lower limit for most design parameters was changed. 
For the case of the AS-PMSM design space, the range for each parameter in this 
optimization is listed in Table 6.3. Note that ten pairs of qd currents are incorporated into 
the design space to account for each of the ten operating points. The range on these 
current was defined by considering the torque and speed magnitudes at each operating 
point in the order listed in Table 6.2. 
Except for parameters 
rtα , 
*
rtg , and tapα , the design space for the SM-PMSM is 
defined similarly. The design objectives and fitness function are defined similarly to what 







Hybrid Vehicle Design AS-PMSM Design Parameters Range 
 
Parameter Min. Max. Encoding Units Parameter Min. Max. Encoding Units 
ts  1 1 Int N/A ,1
r
dsi  
-700 50 Lin A 
tr  1 1 Int N/A ,2
r
qsi  10-5 300 Lin A 
tc  1 1 Int N/A ,2
r
dsi  
-700 0 Lin A 
tm  1 7 Int N/A ,3
r
qsi  10-5 300 Log A 
pP  1 3 Int N/A ,3
r
dsi  
-700 0 Lin A 
id  0.1 20 Log cm ,4
r
qsi  10-5 50 Log A 
rbd  0.1 4 Log cm ,4
r
dsi  
-50 0 Lin A 
m
d  0.1 4 Log cm ,5
r
qsi  10-5 50 Log A 
g  0.5 4 Log mm ,5
r
dsi  
-50 0 Lin A 
tbd  0.1 4 Log cm ,6
r
qsi  
-700 0 Log A 
tα  0.3 0.95 Lin N/A ,6
r
dsi  
-700 50 Lin A 
sbd  0.1 5 Log cm ,7
r
qsi  
-700 0 Log A 
pmα  0.4 0.95 Lin N/A ,7
r
dsi  
-700 50 Lin A 
l  1 20 Log cm ,8
r
qsi  10-5 700 Log A 
*
1sN  10 1000 Log cond./rad ,8
r
dsi  
-700 50 Lin A 
*
3α  0.1 0.7 Lin N/A ,9
r
qsi  10-5 700 Log A 
rtα  0.1 1 Log N/A ,9
r
dsi  
-700 50 Lin A 
*
rtg  0.5 20 Log mm ,10
r
qsi  10-5 700 Log A 
tapα  1 1 Lin N/A ,10
r
dsi  




-700 0 Lin A      
 
6.5 Optimization Results 
 
The multi-objective optimization was initiated six times for the SM-PMSM and 
six times for the AS-PMSM. These GA population and generation size for each run is 
listed in Table 6.4. Runs 1-3 had population and generation size of 4000, while runs 4-6 








Hybrid Vehicle Design Convergence Studies 
 
Run Number GA Population GA Generation 
1 4000 4000 
2 4000 4000 
3 4000 4000 
4 5000 5000 
5 5000 5000 
6 5000 5000 
 
The Pareto-optimal front for each SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM run is shown in 
Figs. 6.8 and 6.9, respectively. As can be seen, full convergence was not obtained in these 
runs. This is attributed to the large design space which includes 39 degrees of freedom. 
 
 































































Fig. 6.9. Hybrid Vehicle Design AS-PMSM Pareto-optimal fronts 
 
 The best Pareto-optimal front from the SM-PMSM and AS-PMSM runs are 
compared together in Fig. 6.10. It is seen that the SM-PMSM slightly outperforms the 
AS-PMSM. It is believed that this is due to failure of convergence of the optimization; 
most AS-PMSM Pareto-optimal front designs in Fig. 6.10 are in fact symmetrical 
machines with no/negligible rotor tooth. The principle reason for this result is that the 
given requirements include positive and negative torque of almost the same magnitude. 
Thus, an asymmetrical design improves the performance for either motoring or generation 
mode, but this occurs at the expense of degrading the performance in the opposite mode. 
































Fig. 6.10. Hybrid Vehicle Design SM-PMSM versus AS-PMSM Pareto-optimal front 
 
The gene distribution plot from the AS-PMSM optimization, run 2, is shown in 
Figs 6.11. Gene number 5, which is the pole pair number, is chosen at its maximum limit 
of 3. Having a high pole pair number reduces the flux density magnitude in the rotor and 
stator steel, which is mainly advantageous to the peak flux density constraints. However, 
at the speeds considered, the required converter switching frequency becomes 
problematic, and therefore, to limit those losses, the maximum pole pair number was set 
to 3. The rotor tooth span and air gap parameters, genes 17 and 18 appear to have not 
converged to specific value. This can considered as an indication about the conclusion 
made previously that the asymmetrical machine for the given torque and speed 
trajectories is not favorable. 























Fig. 6.11. Hybrid Vehicle Design AS-PMSM gene distribution plot 
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A machine from the AS-PMSM Pareto-optimal front was chosen for a closer 
inspection. The machine’s properties are listed in Table 6.4. The cross section of the 
machine is shown in Figs. 6.12 and 6.13. 
TABLE 6.4 
Hybrid Vehicle Design AS-PMSM Pareto-optimal front design number 135 
Outside Diameter 36 cm Tooth Fraction 38.0 % 
Total Length 19.5 cm Tooth Base Width: 0.91 cm 
Active Length 11 cm Stator Backiron Depth 2.40 cm 
Number of Poles 6 Rotor Backiron Depth 1.73 cm 
Number of Slots 36 
Fundamental Conductor 
Density 24.0 cond/rad 
Stator Material Type M19 
3rd Harmonic Conductor 
Density 0.0 % 
Rotor Material Type M19 Conductor Diameter 5.4 mm 
Conductor Type Copper Stator Iron Mass 26.2 kg 
Permanent Magnet Type Ferrite AC-12 Rotor Iron Mass 9.9 kg 
Permanent Magnet Fraction 83.0 % Conductor Mass 13.2 kg 
Permanent Magnet Depth 1.52 cm Magnet Mass 5.45 kg 
Permanent Mag. Rem. Flux 
Density 0.4 T Mass 55.0 kg 
Permanent Mag. Susceptibility 0.1 Stator Iron Cost $91.6 
Rotor tooth maximum depth 0.11 cm Rotor Iron Cost $34.6 
Rotor tooth minimum depth 0.11 cm Conductor Cost $148 
Rotor tooth span fraction 15.0 % Magnet Cost $30.5 
Rotor tooth tapering fraction 100 % Total Cost $305 
Stator Tooth Radius 14.0 cm Weighted Total Loss 2.2 kW 
Shaft Radius 5.00 cm 
A-Phase Winding Pattern 
(1st Pole) [1     3     4     4     3     1] 
Inert Radius 10.5 cm 
Minimum Conductors Per 
Slot 8 
Rotor Iron Radius 12.2 cm 
Maximum Conductors Per 
Slot 8 
Air Gap 0.5 mm Packing Factor 50% 






















A number of characteristics that depend on the operating point are shown Table 
6.5. The operating point order is as was listed in Table 6.2. The loss breakdown figure 
shows that the biggest loss components are switch and dc conduction losses. At high 
speeds and low torque, core loss dominates the machine loss. Considering the efficiency 
of the machine, at most operating points it is above 95%.  
 
TABLE 6.5 
Hybrid Vehicle Design AS-PMSM Pareto-optimal front design number 135 operating 
point characteristics 
 

























































































































corrected torque vs. operating point
 
















rotor speed vs. operating point
 


















output power at the machine shaft vs. operating point
 

























machine plus inverter efficieny
 














field limit vs. operating point
 
 
stator tooth flux density
stator backiron flux density
rotor backiron radial flux density
rotor backiron tangential flux density















































7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The objective of the work in this thesis was to introduce a new permanent magnet 
synchronous machine structure that has an improved torque density performance 
compared to nominal surface mount permanent magnet machines and that can be used in 
wide Constant Power Speed Range (CPSR) applications. A detailed analysis of the 
machine was applied, followed by a multi-objective optimization design of the machine. 
Results obtained showed that the asymmetrical permanent magnet machine outperformed 
the symmetrical permanent magnet machine in cost and loss metrics in an asymmetric 
constant-power variable-speed application. The analytical design results were confirmed 
using 3-D Finite Element Analysis simulation. An acceptable agreement in results was 
obtained. 
The proposed machine structure was designed for a parallel heavy hybrid electric 
vehicle. It was concluded that the AS-PMSM brings no benefits compared to a SM-
PMSM in this application. The principle reason for this result is that the given application 
was not uni-directional; both motoring and generation by means of regenerative braking 
were considered, with comparable torque levels in both modes. As a result, a symmetrical 
turned out to be more favorable for this application. 
Future work includes adding permanent magnet-rotor tooth leakage effect into the 
analytical model. This will improve the correlation between the analytical model and the 
3D FEA results. Other areas recommended for the future work include the incorporation 
of thermal and mechanical analysis into the design. Finally, inclusion of the switching 
losses in the loss analysis should be pursued.  
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A. STEEL MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Table A.1 
Steel Material Properties 
Parameter 
number 
Steel type ρ , (kg/m3) c , ($/kg) ,1limB , (T) ,2limB , (T) 
1 M19 7402 3.5 1.39 1.44 
2 M36 7018 3.5 1.34 1.37 
3 M43 7291 3.5 1.39 1.50 
4 M47 7585 3.5 1.49 1.67 
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B. PERMANENT MAGNET MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Table B.1 





ρ , (kg/m3) c , ($/kg) rB , (T) mχ ciH , (kA/m) 
1 NdFeB N35 7500 130.57 1.19 0.09 -867 
2 NdFeB N50 7500 130.57 1.43 0.36 -836 
3 NdFeB Plastic 5700 130.57 0.66 0.24 -577 
4 SmCo R20 8400 126.5 0.9 0.02 -2400 
5 SmCo R32 8300 126.5 1.15 0.1 -1350 
6 Ferrite AC-12 4900 5.59 0.4 0.1 -318 
7 AlNiCo 8H 7250 44 0.74 1.5 -151 
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C. CONDUCTOR MATERIAL PROPERTIES 
Table C.1 
Conductor Material Properties 
Parameter 
number 
Conductor type ρ , (kg/m3) c , ($/kg) cσ , (S/m) limJ , (A/m2) 
1 Copper 8890 11.2 75.96 10×  67.6 10×  
2 Aluminum 2705 11.54 73.77 10× 66.6 10×  
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D. MODIFIED STEINMETZ EQUATION PARAMETERS 
Table D.1 
Modified Steinmetz Equation Loss Density Parameters 
Steel type α  β  hk , (J/m3) ek , (Js/m3) 
M19 1.34 1.82 50.69 0.027 
M36 1.34 1.80 64.1 0.04 
M43 1.28 1.75 85.0 0.04 
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